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ABSTRACT 
V-Nuz.com is a Health & Beauty On-line System, mainly focus on women's needs. Th.is 
system is approach d because Health & Beauty supplies are information-intensive 
products, mostly nonperishable, easy and cheap to ship, and generate lots of repeat 
purchases. The main focus of this sy tern is to create awareness regarding women health 
and provide substantial information on women lifestyle today s. This sy tern include 
online transaction such as search capabilities, product catalog user registration and 
administrator site. 
The main challenge of thi · pr ject i to de el p an nlin t m th t ' ill b · 
informative as well as attractive enough to et it apart fr m the curr nt ' ite n th· 
Internet. 
V-Nuz.corn is developed with a m inati n 
Active crver Page, V cript, II ML and Ja ript. h 
.. 
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CHAPTER l:INTRODUCTION 
1.0) OVERVlEW 
In recent year, the number of people accessing the World Wide Web has increased 
beyond expectation all manner of users, from the casual surfer to the professional can 
avail themselves of this vast information resource within health and beauty products and 
information resource being prominent. The Internet is seen as a new medium for the 
dissemination of health and beauty related information, having the potential to reach a 
global audience. The online Health & Beauty boom will be dri n by women, 
particularly young women who are flocking to the Internet and n w outnumbered men 
both as surfers and online shopper . 
1.1) PROBLEM DOMAIN 
• Security concern- ecurity is on much higher ri k lev l n th int cm t. 
• Customer concerned that inti rmati n ab ut th m \ ill 
& spammers wh n they purcha e nlin . 
• ack of confidence in 
on line. 
• onsumer rcsi stant t hon • and ar un m rt bl · v ing merchandise on a 
th •r · 111 In 
ur ha pr duct 
computer. 
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1.2) OBJECTIVE 
• To understand th n ds & requirement of an E-commerce web info-structure 
implementation. 
• Analyze ev rat powerful E-commerce web sites to understand the secret of its 
success and implement this secret in the prototype. 
• Develop an online web-based system that promotes latest information and tips on 
Health & Beauty. 
• To provide interactive module for customer. 
• To make the web site as informative as p ssible like an on-line w men 
magazine that focus on their life tyle and daily need . 
• To create awareness regarding women health and provide sub tantial inf rrnati n 
on women life tyle t day s. 
• To maximize full potential of the ability to attract u er b th u ·r int irfa ·t;. 
1.3) SCOPE 
ue to a few limitations, uch a 
project will be narrowed down t 
t an kno led 
r th fl 11 v · n 
of thi 
int . 
enerally the V-Nuz: y tern will be n rw ti n , " hi h re: 
• u torncr 
• Admini trator 
The customer cction i · a scrie · of we page that ' ill all ' customer from browsing 
lh · cont ·nt of th· w b . it · l ·curching the pr duct catal g and adding items to their 
, hoppin 1 ·11rl. I osi ally, it will pr vid · the fi II ing acilitie ·: 
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• An on-line catalog, customer login, new customer registration, search 
capabilities, Jinks to other related sites, Health & Beauty article. 
• Allow customer to browse V-Nuz web site contents, as member or non-member. 
• lnclude simulation of a shopping cart that allows customers to manipulate the 
ordered product in her shopping cart. 
Administrator section will allow admin to have access to the administrative site and 
maintain the database on-line. Facilities provided in this section include: 
• Administrator login 
• Edit/update product 
• Delete product 
• catch product 
The target groups to use thi ystem are w men ' h u th Int irn t a a t ol t ict 
information and tips on health & beauty. 
The proposed system is hoped t give an imp t nth f llov ·ng u in ', and · mput r 
system functions: 
J. Marketin [J 
• To add value to the cu tom r 
2. Awar n ss 
• To create awarenc regarding \ om n health and provide substantial 
information on w rn ·n Ii e t let da 
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3. Multimedia Interactivity 
• To maximize full potential of the ability to attract users by the user 
interface. 
4. Reliability and availability of system 
• To achieve a system that is reachable at all times and stabile 
1.4) PRO.JECT SCHEDULE 
Project scheduling is playing a vital role for developer. It helps to determine how deep 
the analysis has to be done. The project schedule for V-Nuz Health & Beauty Web ite 
is shown below: 
ID Task Neme 
.... M.. l .... s ... l .... I .... , .. ,,,, I • I f I 
~T;l•m 6/Joj ml111•l1ml1ml 1HIB1+118!1ns t11 I "l"'+zz!rml1a.jr0r'1i~1MifL1Jj11~~1~~1~111~1t~ mf 1 ~ lil~1. j:; 
'l ' - Project Definition 2 Literature Review 
.. 
' 3 M(l(ho())logy 
4 Analyze lnfotmat~n 
s ArchtteGture - .. e System Design .__ - - 
7 System De\f\llopm&nt 
8 Coding .. ~ - 
9 Testing 
'-- -- - 10 R port Docurnontallon 
• i gurc I. I : antt hart r r Pr ject e el pment Plan 
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CHAPTER 2:LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1) INTRODUCTION 
A write up on a literature revi ~w for thi project proposal is considered an important 
stage for the prior steps in developing the proposed system. This is where identification 
of the elements need d is done to compr hend the yet-to be-developed business 
information system, which enable understanding of the strengths, weakness, 
opportunities, threats, potentiality and issues surrounding the proposed system. 
Literature review is the fundamental background information f de el ping a reliable 
and comprehensive system which from here will be the ba is to begin the meth dolog 
and system analysi for the online health & beauty e-commer e web ite. 
2.2) ROLE OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are several roles of literature review that h be ·n identified: 
1) Collect data that are related t the y l m th t i g in 1 t 
2) Evaluation and review of y t ms that u the m 
concept has been developed to det rrnin th 
ystem and to improve the weakn 
3) To get 11 better idc of the 
_) t r r ·l '\~\l\t to th • 
n th str ngth of th 
t m that is going to be 
dov .lcped while comparing sc er 1 ther exi ting oftv re that will be used to 
produce the best P ult and ·oluti n. 
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2.2.1) Electronic Commerce 
Few technologies have enjoyed as rapid acceptance as the Internet. Internet technologies 
are changing the rules by which business are conducted. Internet technologies are also 
changing the fundamental technical architecture on which many organizations are 
building their internal information systems. Most organizations are using the same 
technologies to build a private internal network called intranet. And many organizations 
are using the same technologies to build s cure, business-to-business networks called 
extranets. These technology shifts are driving a significant business trend, electronic 
commerce. 
lectronic commerce (e-commerce or ) in olve c nducting both internal and 
external busines over the Internet, intranet, and extranet, le troni mrnercc in lud 
the buying and selling of goods and service the transfer of fund and th' irnplicati n of 
day-to-day business proces es - all through digital ornrnuni ation ·. Whitt 'n ·t al 
2000) 
There are three basic type r electr ni - ornmer . - n bl 
• Marketing of corporate image produ ts, and 
electronic comm rce applicati n. M t u in ha achie ed this level of 
electronic commerce in which the World Wide Web is used merely to "inform" 
customers u out pr ducts, ervice and ti ie . 
• l u. i1u.:s& to .onsurn ·r I 2 slectr nic comm rce attempts to offer new, Web- 
b rscd ·hnnn IH or distril ution f traditi nal pr duct· and ervice. The typical 
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customer can research, order, pay for products directly via the Internet. Example 
include Amazon.com (for books and music) and E-trade.com( for stock and 
bonds) Both companies ar examples of businesses created on the Web. Their 
competition however, includes traditional businesses that have added Web- 
based electronic commerce front ends as an alternative consumer option (such as 
Barnes and noble and Merril Lynch) 
• Business-to-Business (B2B) electronic commerce is the real future! This is the 
most complex form of electronic commerce and could ultimately evol e into 
electronic business - the complete paperless and digital pr ces ing of irtually 
all business transactions that occur within and between u ine e . 
he transition to Web-based information tern and el tr ni ill ta e 
several years; especially in Malaysia, howe er no bu ine larg r mall v ill 
immune from the transition and an economy ased n Internet te hn lo' . 
2.2.2) E- ommerce in Malaysia 
Although e-commerce ha flouri hed in d 
and nited tale , the arne cann t 
embryonic tage in Malaysia. Ace rding t a 
d ountrie nit d King m 
- mm r e is still at its 
ng.com, Malaysians and 
Asians in general, are still n t ready t mbrac onlin shopping. The number of 
Malaysia compuni -. inv lvcd in c- mm r c is till not t encouraging. 
Accordin , lo the En ·r ommunicaticn and Multimedia Mini ter, atuk Amar eo 
Mo i lobnl 1 ur s . h )W ·cl thul by 2 • we generate rcven 
7 
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increase to US$ l .23 trillion (RM4.67 trillion), while in Malaysia, the e-commerce 
market was expected to generate revenues exceeding US$1 billion (RM$3.8 billion) by 
the same year. 
As such, the Malaysian government has strived to provide all possible means of 
encouraging the usage of the Internet as a powerful business tools. The MSC, the e- 
commerce and k-economy (knowledge economy) master plans, low Internet connection 
cost and cyber laws are among the initiative taken by our government to further promote 
e-commerce in Malaysia. Even the education system in Malaysia has been revi ed to 
include computer related studies into the student co-curricular acti ities in h pe of 
installing computer literacy among the future generation f Malay ia. 
2.2.3) Review on On-line Consumer 
Regardless of age, rapid electronic and technical advan c are makin 1 ull , nsum ·1 • 
more sophisticated and knowledgeable bu er . A ·w b W rld unf Ids t In ' 
prevalent marketing concepts imply will n t ,, rk. 
information not only reject but ridicule m 
n um ·r ann d v ith nlinc 
di mi sine it a hype and 
rejecting over tatcmcnt r hypocri . h r bu an that , l per on might 
invade their territory, either by kn eking n th ir d r calling on the phone, sending 
unsolicited junk mail or e-mail spasm," cluttering W b sites with blinking banner ads 
or trying to 'ell them an thing. 
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Consequently it takes a much stronger message to gain consumer attention and hence, 
interactive multimedia Web sites will dominate the retail environment. Of course, a 
quality product that meets a p rsonal need literally sells itself. 
2.2.4) What makes consumer shop on-line 
Teenagers always offer a glimpse of the future. And today's teens view shopping as an 
experience. For them a "cool' brand must exhibit certain characteristics, quality b ing 
given. The overriding purchase motivation is simply to have fun. 
So what makes shoppers shop online? by nature, consumer want thing to be simple, 
easy and fast. vidence shows that Web u er clearly ee eryday ta k a ea ier c nd 
more convenient when done online. 
Major reasons given bye-consumer for shopping onlinc i that it sa ·s tim • 
and parking f e, the stores open 24hour , and th r are no 
online much more fun. They g t fa t na igati n fa t 
exchanges and fa t help. They are urpri ing glad t 
tores and their product-ign rant indiff r nt and ru 
queue. 
ur ·ha sin 1 
fl st deli . lust 
"' ri k-and-m rtar 
n t t forget long 
The preference for inlin · sh pping clearly irnpr ubstantiall after the browsers has 
made her first online bu . Indeed, after that fir it purchase, research shows that 
·u tomen in; at I ·n. t times me re Ii cly t buy again nline than they were before their 
fi sl pur ha c, 
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Whether they shop offline or online, consumer are easily 'ticked off' or "clicked off by 
less than outstanding customer service. Of course, the major source of satisfaction for 
brick-and-mortar shoppers is the immediate gratification that stems from buying an item 
and taking it home. However online shoppers say that they too enjoy immediate 
purchase gratification thanks to the certain of next-morning delivery. E-buyers expect 
convenient, in-depth product info, customized offerings, instant confirmation, and 
round-the-clock customer service. Overall, consumers simply want to do things on their 
on terms. And the web's ability to customize and personalize the shopping experience is 
appealing to customers of all age and types. 
2.2.5) Gender Review: Women hopper 
There are now more woman online than men- 2 percent at the nd f I 
5 percent in 1994. As well, women did 56 percent f online hopping in full- car l 
with this rising to nearly 70% ver the year- nd holid n. 
either make or influence some 80% of all hou chold pur h • I l en · ' m in ' ill 
utterly dominate e-shopping during the ne t de ad and th b far r ipr ' nt the b • t ~- 
marketing opportunity of the Millennium. 
Moreover, women have the pending wcr. With u h purchasing power, the increase 
in women e- hoppers ignals a ea chang in what products will sell well online. 
Men and women. J 111 quit differ ·nt, er n n t ha e contrasting shopping styles. 
Whil · it L risky to '·ncralizc, the on cnti nal wi ·d m i · that men quickly spot what 
they want to buy und bu it; women like t examine the product ·for· 
10 
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they buy. Quite naturally male-ti male differences also show up among Internet users 
and online shoppers. Men tend to use search engine to find information while women 
tend to have a specific task or objective in mind; there go more directly to Web sites and 
are more likely to use page links than search engine to gather information. Women focus 
on fewer web sites than men and spend less time there. Hence, a woman's loyalty to 
sites on her "favorites" list is very strong. 
Women thus are turning to Web not only for the kind of information they traditionally 
got from magazine but to gain a sense of community- from it such a iVillage.com- 
and to shop. The figure below illustrated the iVillage.com women's web ite. 
3~ 
•I 
.. 
l11:i.1h.11 
igur • 2. 1 :iVillag W b ite 
It 
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However, wom n still browse much longer than men before they buy, spending more 
time on1ine. Women also tend to hop around their favorite Web sites during a single 
online session- among health, lifestyle, beauty and shopping interests. 
Women have reached the point where they're had time to experiment and are ready to 
shop. However, because women tend to enjoy traditional shopping more than men, they 
view e-shopping a a chance to do what they already enjoy. More demanding of personal 
attention, women however are more likely to react positively to gift ideas or suggestion 
that help them solve problems quickly and seamlessly. Wanting simplicity, service, 
control, convenience and empowerment in the form f per onalization and 
customization, they also prefer personalized shopping ite and re pond better to 
personal Web experience.(Feather,2000) 
2.2.6) Existing System Review 
The purpose of this review i to guide the de ilopm nt 
commerce system where the r quir merit and fun ti n 
identified. Next to include the go d eature: in th· \ b sit d ~ i n studyin the 
-Nuz ·- 
strength of the exi ting system d it. 
l Jere is a system review of available - mm r e an H Ith & B auty web sites found 
worldwide. 
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l) Shopping-Cart Technology (Amazon.com) 
One of the most commonly used e-commerce enablers is the shopping cart. This order- 
processing technology al lows customers to accwnulate items they wish to buy as they 
continue to shop. 
The most widely recognized example of an e-business that uses shopping-cart 
technology is Amazon.com. Amazon.com uses a database on the server side that allows 
customers on the client-side to search for product in a variety of ways. This is an 
example of a client/server application. 
The Amazon database consists of product specifications, availability, hipping 
information, stock levels, on-order information and ther data. Thi xtensi c databa e 
makes it possible to cross-reference products. The Am on.com web itc i illu trate in 
the screen shot below. 
3 
IHOWtC 
.:J 
I· i iur 2.2: Amaz n. m merchant retail ·ite 
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Amazon.com personalizes its site to service returning customers; a database keeps a 
record of all transactions. Amazon searches the customer database for patterns and 
trends among its clientele to provide p rsonalized service that would otherwise need to 
be handled by ales representatives. Amazon's computer system drives sales of 
additional items without human interaction (Deitel et al,2001) meaning they have no 
physical shop. 
The shopping-cart technology in Amazon processes the information for the purchase 
item and displays a list of the products that had been placed in the shopping cart. There 
are also options to change the quantity of each item, rem ve an item fr m the shopping 
cart, check out or continue shopping. 
Customers returning to Amazon can u e it 1- lick~m tern that all w the u t m r to 
reuse previously entered payment and hipping inf rrnation t pla ' an rd ·r ' ith ju ·t 
one click of the mouse. 
When order is placed Amazon ends a c nfirmari n b 
when the order is shipped. A data a monit r th tatu 
-mail. ' nd »mnil i · •nt 
fall hiprn nt . 
Although the shopping-cart is nly ne m th d f c ndu tin tran actions online, it is an 
effective way of buying and elling pr duct nth internet Many companies combine a 
number of purcha in 1 method to give their c t mers a wide array of options. (Deitel et 
al 200 I 
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2) Health & Beauty W b Site 
Many patients now seek help in cyberspace. About one-third of online health users are 
retrieving doctor-related information. Many users go to web sites such as 
MediConsult.com wher they pay a izable fl e for each online consultation. ln response 
American Medical Association (AMA) has signed up with several thousand doctors for 
a YourMD service on the Medero site this provides physicians with a customized web 
page, secure email connections with patients and colleagues, patient-education materials, 
and the newest information related to their medical specialties. 
WebMD.com features online chats with experts, me sag board , medical update , a 
medical library and drug reference guide and the ability t cu tomize the ite to keep 
consumer informed on specific illness. 
Online pharmacies offer advantages such a on ni nee, in th f rm of' no '· aitin 1 at 
prescription counters plus home delivery· and th pri acy f at-hom • d ili ·r . · xampl 
of e-pharmacy web site are PlanetRx., rug tore. m and ma.c m. Vi sitor to 
PlanetRX find a wide array f health-r lat' pr du nd alua 1-- inf rmation. 
Drugstore.corn's clean Web site ha well- rg niz t b th t make it easy to find 
products and it ' oluti ns ' ta i iall h lpful and inti rmati e. The best e- 
pharmacy set up by a brick-and-mortar drug tor is VScom formerly Soma.com). it 
has the true look and feel of a r .al-wcrld pharmacy, including a virtual "Pharmacy 
ount ·r" 
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Cosmetics sites particularly appeal to a younger, tech-savvy consumer who is pressed 
for time. ln categories such as cosmetics, skincare and hair care, Reflect.com customers 
can choose everything from the package to the scent and color of the product. It also 
personalizes beauty by providing a service, not just a product. Eve.com provide 
customer with advice from leading experts in makeup, hair, fragrance, skincare, bath and 
aromatherapy products as all kinds of accessories. 
2.3) MONEY AND PAYMENT SYSTEMS 
Although electronic payment systems have enjoyed long randing use by large busine es 
and financial service organizations to displace high-value tran action traditional 
payment systems have utilized cash to effect low-value high- olume tran a tion . Thi 
is because electronic payment systems ha c been too ti to u for I - ulue 
transactions. However, advances in telecommunication and om put 'rt hnolo ii ·s now 
make electronic commerce viable for mall u inc and indi idu Is urth erm re, th 
rapid growth of the Internet and on line ervices, the depl m ent of '· n ni int point-of- 
sale payment system , and the readily a ailable y t m ll r ma hine all 
set the stage for broad- scale electronic c mm r . tablished on the 
Internet, the necessity f r u ing c stly pri at n t\ rk and I as d lines for even large- 
value transaction arguably is eliminated. 
2 •. I) urr •nt Onliu Paym ·nt T schniqu · 
l'h • mo 1 ·011uno11 online pa m nt an J hu the wide ·t c erage is the use f credit cards. 
A mer hunt ac · unt is r quir •d to accept c dit car . A mcrch, n · cc nt j~ •1 
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account with a bank that is a member of the Visa and MasterCard associations, Such a 
bank has been certified by Visa and MasterCard associations and can provide the 
merchant, with all of the services related to the merchant account. 
Once the merchant account is setup and "live" on the credit card system, the merchant 
Gan accept credit cards from customers generally as follows: 
A customer presents their credit card for payment. Using their credit card number, the 
merchant submits an electronic request to the processing network for "authorization to 
capture funds" from the cardholder's credit card account in the amount f the purcha e. 
Traditionally, one would submit this request by swiping a credit card thr ugh an 
electronic transaction terminal provided by the bank. With the y t im, thi requc t i 
provided electronically to our payment gateway . rv "rs, which then route the quest 
along the processing network. 
The processing network imm diatcly r c i c th" m irchant · 'I' tr ni iquc ·t and 
determines if the cardholder's account i, valid and if the fund. are a iilubl '. lf thc ur 
the processing network return an electronic r . ponsc t th" merchant termin I or 
computer. Thi resp n c is ailed an " uth ri ti n " and i the m rchant's 
guaranteed authorization to captor the fund . ypi Hy thi od is a six-digit number. 
The transaction and its associated authorization are tored in a "batch", where other 
transactions for that du. reside. ~ he merchant print a rec ipt for the customer using 
th l .etroni l irminal or th· m rchant' · c mputc and the Gu ·t mer signs the receipt. 
As fu us th • customer ii:; on· ·m ·d, th tran saction i complete. As ar as the merchant 
urn cone med, th 're i. one more step to cor r>I te the tran: · ction. 
17 
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At the end of your business day (usually), a final request is submitted to the processing 
network to go ahead and "capture the funds" that the merchant obtained authorizations 
for during the course of business that day. This is called "settlement" or "settling your 
batch". With a traditional physical credit card swipe terminal, this settlement process 
must be initiated manually. One of the key advantages of the system is that this 
settlement process is initiated automatically every day on their end. At settlement time, 
the processing network immediately receives the merchant's response electronically and 
determines if the capture amounts contained in the merchant's request match the 
authorizations for each item. If so, the request i granted and an "Accepted" re ponse i 
returned to the merchant's electronic terminal or computer. A s ttlernent r port can b 
printed showing the grand totals by card type (Visa, Ma te ard American xprc 
Discover, etc) for the settled batch. Note: any correcti n t our bat h, u ha oiding 
a transaction, must be made prior to settlement. 
Within 48 to 72 hours (u ually), the fund a iated with the at h th' me ihun: s ·ttl ·d 
H1' 
discount rate the merchant's pay t the merchant ount pr id rared du red fr rn the 
deposit before it tran ferrcd to the merchant bank a unt r ulrin in a "net deposit" 
of funds. At the end of the month the m rchant a ount provider will mail a statement 
to the merchant, detailing the credit card acti ity for the month and the associated fees 
have been charged for u .h. 'I he cust m r al rec 1 e a monthly statement from 
hh;/hcr b• nk of the d taitlnu credi c ird activity. 
I~ 
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Encrypted Credit Card 
Detail 
CUSTOMER 
(PERSO /\I. 
COMPUTER) 
Validate Information 
Information Transfer 
Monthly 
S1111cmcn1 
CUSTOMER'S 
UANK 
Give Permission 
RETAILER 
0 LINE 
, Y. TEM 
K 
Validate Card 
and Amount 
ONLINE C'REOIT 
'/\RD )'I{() I·" IN I 
NETWORK 
igure 2. I: Illustrates the online credit card Iran acti n 
2.3.2) Emerging Online Payment Technologi 
There are many emerging electronic payrn ent t • hn gie · that are utt mpting l 
automate small-value retail payment and t pr id 
payments over cornmunicati n charm I th" Int ern t. h 
mechanisms that pre ent additi nal i uc rim ril 
transnational regulation: 
m ·th d f r makin ' 
tures f th, c 
t t privacy and 
'I h · u count is s 'I 111 l y phon u ·ing u truditi nal .redit card number and a First Virtual 
account number is i sued. Ii ·nL provide their credit card number t First Virtual over 
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the phone or other non-Internet method, and are issued a personal account number to 
make purchases over the Internet. This payment mechanism allows the user to order 
goods online and then charg s the user's credit card company on behalf of the online 
merchant. The merchant reports the transaction amount with the First Virtual account 
number. First Virtual then confirms the purchase with the customer via email. No special 
software is required for either purchaser or merchant. 
DigiCasli bv. 
DigiCash bv was founded by David Chaum, a mathematician and privacy e pert. Thi 
provider creates e-cash, proprietary electronic cash tokens, which are marketed as being 
the equivalent of cash. An account is e tablished at a Digi a h-licen cd bank with real 
money. Once e tabli hed, the cu tom r can withdraw ~- .asl: that i rored n the u r 
computer's hard drive. Using proprietary software, - ash can pent with an Internet 
merchant or with anyone else whose computer i et u t deal in i ; • tsh. 'in i publi ·• 
key cryptography, the digital tokens are said to be e ure and can 
verified by the issuer without revealing to whom it was origin 11 i u d. In ·ff· t the 
digital ca h transactions are apable f b ing a an n m u a h. N tran action 
confirmations are necessary, meaning them r hant n irnmedn tel hip the product. 
CyberCasli 
This payment mcchani m c nsi t fa downl adable software package using public-key 
encryption that is dcsi med I a · iure the se urity f credit card transactions over the 
Intern 'I. Th· st 111 prot ·'I th· cu to1 er' authenticati n data and provides non 
r pudi 1bility. An account is s t up and acu . an Internet fr nt end t any existing credit 
card that i, d ·signaled. Wh ·n a purchu e i made, p oprie · ry s f w· re i u. ·d that · ·nd11 
0 
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the purchase and account information in encrypted form to the account provider. The 
provider in turn sends the information to the appropriate financial organization for 
processing. 
NetCasli 
This concept is similar to e-cash, except that it does not require any special software to 
use. NetCash is transmitted across the Internet using an encryption scheme known as 
PGP (pretty good privacy). To get NetCash, a party must send a check or money order to 
the company's headquarters. The company returns electronic coupons via e-mail. 
Mondex. 
Mondex i owned by Ma ter Card and National We tmin ter auk f nd n and i 
being tested in several countries. Mondex use a smart card to tore electr nic a h 
which can be used to pay for good and crvicc in the ame wa a a 'ht ut v ith .omc 
key benefits over traditional cash. Thi pro idc the ports ilit and n two k 
independence of physical coins. Future int ntion in Jude u ing m difi ·d t ilcph nc , 
ATMs, and other device to tran fer alue fr m a unt t n mart card. 
NetCliex. This payment mechanism is ~ irnilar t ash r he king accounts 
2.3.3) Em •rging Onlin • Pnym int Technologi In ala , ia 
red it card P symcnt hos always l ·en the reigning payment meth din the Internet but e- 
m rch nls do not only have u nurr wcr con umer ba ·e, they are al· taking a higher risk. 
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"According to Gartner Group, 12 percent of all online credit card transactions in the U.S. 
are credit card fraud and reaches the amount of $200 million last year," said Andrea 
Poon, Vice President of Marketing and Business Process Planning of the emerging 
online company New Paradigm. Poon added most e-rnerchants providing credit card 
payment are charged with a higher percentage transaction fee. Despite increasing their 
operational cost, e-merchants are still not protected from credit fraud. Since the cost is 
so high, many e-merchants are actuaJly looking for a new payment method. 
New Paradigm is expected to solve these problems with its e-wallet s tern . The e- 
waJlet is a prepaid card, which consumers can purchase in various offline tore . 
Consumers can then make their online purchase by activating the prepaid card and 
registering an account. When the money i u ed up c n um r an re har e their 
accounts by buying a new card. Since the purcha e are done through their repaid 
account, the system supports different Internet ac platf rm . 
" A wallet does not only hold cash but al coupons and rn .... m .... hip r disc unt ··lrd . 
The e-wallet acts just like the amc wa " aid 
officer of New Paradigm. -merchant can pr id 
uti c 
n di ount through the 
system and all w consumer t u th m th ir r paid it. This is more toward a 
comprehensive ystern y linking paym nt with di cunts system where helps e- 
merchants build stronu customer loyalty, 
This 1 aymcnt 111 •thod is articular! go d r mass tran ·a ti n · and low purchase price 
items," sald J .ai, 11 • ·x1 loin d produ ts like ur c material and c mic: arc pa iculnrl 
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suitable for this system. As most comics readers do not have credit cards and the 
transaction is a small value purchase, the prepaid system is a more cost effective 
payment method for these e-merchants. "Publishers can also produce on demand for the 
printed versions, which allow them to control production cost more easily," said 
Lai. "With our innovative stored-value card payment technology, e-merchants can now 
reach consumers who don't have credit card, including the under sixteen's market and 
those who feel insecure about the security of online credit card transactions," said Lai. 
(Griffin & Ebert , 1999) 
The company was stablished early this year, and spent the la t six month developing a 
proprietary ASP platform and software application instead of partnering with oflware 
companies to deliver shrink-wrapped application ver the Web. The tern pr ide 
real-time coupon management services, integrated on line and ffline c-lo alt progr rm 
and administration services that can either be dcpl yed ep ratel or t i ith 'r. At th· 
core of New Paradigm's platform is a specially de ign d i-Wallet that i pr id· for 
every customer. The e-Wallet i tored in th bu k- en and an 
accessed via the Web, WAP, and support future n t' rk . 
Another emerging online payment tran a ti n that i ming in Malaysia is Internet 
Banking. The current trend in the electr nic r elution which has set in motion the 
Malaysian banking sect r in ·vita ly appear be Int met banking. The advent of 
Internet bankin 1 olTor, ~ unkin firm· a new r ntier f opportunities and challenges. 
I e pile these JX>,, ibiliti · , ther · ar r various p. ych l gical and behavi ral i ues such as 
trust, , ccurit f Int ·rn t Iran iacticns, r ·luctancc t 
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interface which appear to impede the growth of Internet banking. Consequently, the 
action taken by bankers and policy makers in appropriately addressing these critical 
issues will determine the success of Internet banking. 
Advances in telecommunications and information technology then culminated in banks 
offering their services through personal computers located at the customer's premises 
through the use of Intranet proprietary software. However, it is interesting to note that 
PC-banking or desktop banking was mainly popular among banks' corporate customers 
rather than their retail customers. 
Finally, on June l , 2000, the Malaysian entral Bank gave the green light f r lo ally 
owned commercial bank to offer Internet banking ervicc . n June I • _ 0 , 
Maybank, the largest domestic bank in terms of as ets as well a network di tribution 
which commands its own portal at www.maybank-U.com b • amc th' first bunk to offer 
Internet banking services in Malaysia. hi ervi e is current! pr ided t indi idual 
customers of the bank and the site boa ts f the late t 12 -bit en ption t hnolo , to 
allay fears of security among con um r . h rvicc 
banking enquiry functions, bill payment credit car 
rtal includes 
tran fer, and 
account summary as well a tran acti n hist ry. upport s rvice is provided 
via e-mails as well a' via telephone line and i a ailable daily from 6 am to 12 mid- 
night.(Muybunk 2002 
Much ho. been writt 'n on the factor u coting adoption r age of new products and 
scrvi • . iorn of th · mujor p .ychol gica I and havioral fac r which t ffect th 
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adoption of any new innovation such as Internet banking includes, consumer awareness, 
ease of use, security, accessibility, techno phobia or simply reluctance to change, 
preference for personalized services and cost of adopting the innovation, 
2.4) RESEARCH OUTCOME 
One of the reason why I choose to develop a Health & Beauty E-commerce Site is it 
supplies are a natural e-tailer category since they are information- intensive products, 
mostly nonperishable, easy and cheap to ship, and generate lots of repeat purchase . 
Indeed, healthcare is a larger online business than books and music, and e-pharmacie 
carry huge selections of everything from aspirin to Zantac . And , unlike at the ·orner 
drugstore, when u shop online nobody el e ee what u buy. 
Beside being natural e-tailer, most consumer n wadays air ead iar h f h iulth 
information on the Internet- a number that i gr wing 
them say they will buy h alth products nline. the m 
related issue are women becau c they make mo t h 
family.(Feather,200 ) 
Now Malay ian increa ingly h w elf-r lian in maintaining their physical and 
mental wcll-bein •. Knowledgeable con umer u ually make better lifestyles and 
h •ulthcar d · ·i ions und do plu u much acti role in their elf-care. So, health and 
beauty u pinyin a vital role in today's life. tyle. 
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY 
3.1) INTRODUCTION 
A methodology is the physical implementation of the logical life cycle that incorporates 
step by step activities for each phase, individual and group roles to be played in each 
activity, deliverables and quality standards for each activity, tools and techniques to be 
used for each activity. The methodology ensures that a consistent, reproducible approach 
is applied to this system. 
This chapter explores thoroughly the concepts and i su di cus ed in the literature 
review and used to the best advantage for analyzing inf nnation to de ign an e- 
commerce web site. This section focuses on my own private finding and anal i for 
the development of this project. 
A methodology is a way of doing things. he objecu e of a m etho lo 1 in .ludc th 
following: (Se11appan,2000a) 
I. Record accurately the requirement f r t n in rm ti n t cm. 
2. Provide a systematic method of developm nt n b monitored. 
3. Provide an appr priat time limit and an a ptabl udg t. 
4. Produce a sy tern that i well d curnented and asy to maintain. 
I rovidc rm indication of need ·d henge as early as possible in the development 
1 occss, 
6. P ovide a system that i u er-friendly 
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3.2) FACT FINDING TECHNIQUE 
The technique below is being used to gain an in-depth understanding of the system and 
asses its strengths and weakness in meeting current and future requirements. 
(Sella.ppan,2000a) 
Technique use for analysis> 
3.2.1) Bookstores 
• several renowned bookstores, such as Popular and Minerva, contain 
relevant references about this project. Suitable reference books here been 
purchased in order to learn in detail about the technology used in thi 
project. Examples of books use for reference:- 
a) e-Business & e- ommerce 1 low To Program 
b) lectronic Commerce 
c) Dreamweaver Ultradev 4 
d) Software ngmeenng 
3.2.2) Document Room 
• previous seniors the i ha e b en read thr u ih in rd ir t min in o rnll 
understanding of the purpose fa th i . Th g n ml tru tur f ach 
thesis has al o been ob rved t fin ut th t p tak n in arrying out a 
thesi . 
3.2.3) Internet surfine 
• the internet ha been th· main ur of information for this project. Trusted 
w b . ires ha c b · ·n i it .d and r · arche f Web Authors have been 
.vuluat ·d to obtain reliable information r analy ·i ·. 
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3.2.4) Library 
• books, journals and magazines from the library have been read through and 
valuable information has been noted down 
3.2.5) Newspaper 
• articles from daily newspapers about the related field of study for this project 
have been collected for further references. 
3.3) SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE 
3.3.1) Introduction 
System development is a complex but a well-defined proce s. It i u ually done in 
several stages - preliminary investigation, analysis and requirem n capture, de ign, 
implementation and maintenance. The term sy tern development life ycle ( 
often used to describe these stages(Sellappan 2 OOb . igure . l illu irate th' ' 
development life cycle.(Sellappan,2000a) 
Feasibility tudy 
An l i an 
Requirement 
aptur 
Maintenance 
SDLC 
Implementation 
Design 
Fi iurc . I : ystem el pment ife ycle 
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3.3.2) Software Process Model 
Software engineering is important in organizing and executing the development of a 
system. Systematic analysis using .. ')'stem Development Life Cycle is a standard 
methodology to ensure the developm nt process fulfills all the required aspects. The 
proper sequence of developing a system is called a life cycle that is implemented to 
ensure all the individual involved in this project has the knowledge on how the system 
will be developed. This methodology is proven effective and it is still being used at the 
moment. 
The development of a system using System Development ife ycle i divided into 
several software process models such as the Waterfall Model, V Model, Pr totyping 
Model, Transformational Model and other models. 
This e-commerce web site will be developed using the Wat rfall M d I \ 'th Pr l t 
used as a methodology guide. This model has se eral ad antage o er oth r model' t 
ensure the development process is properly rganiz d, high in qualit and m iets th 
tandard. 
The advantages are: 
• Important stages in the de el pm nt pr c 
• asy to separate one stage from the oth r stage. 
• Presents u very hi gh-lc cl view f what g s on during de elopment. 
• I ~usy lo • timut · p ·riod f time ne ded f ran acti ity or stage. 
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• Prototyping process is used to examine some aspect of the proposed system and 
decide whether it is suitable or appropriate for the finished products. 
• Validation ensures that the system has implemented all of the requirements, so 
that each system function can be traced back to a particular requirement in the 
specification. 
• Verification ensures that all function works correctly. 
The reasons of the chosen model is because 
• A good specification to begin with 
• asy to use and understand 
• Systematic 
• Scope of project well defined 
Prototyping is a sub-proce s and prototype i artially d cl pcd pr du t r a simple 
simulator of the actual system. This is to examine the propo eds tern o ·r i ' on the 
functionalities. 
The system development i d nc a cd on th maj r ph 
organized and achieve its objectives. The pha are: 
• arly review Phase 
• y tcm Analy 'i Pha e 
, ystcm esi zn Phase 
• oding/Pro nu ming Phu. c 
t make th ystem more 
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• Testing and Execution Phase 
............................ Validate ! 
I 
I 
I 
EARLY 
REvmw 
ANALYSIS 
Verify ........ _! 
! 
I DESIGN 
CODING 
TE TIN 
~-------~---------~- 
: PROTOTYPING : '---------------------~ 
Figure 3.2 - Waterfall Model with Prot t p '. 
1) PHASE I: EARLY REVIEW 
This phase is al o known a fi asi ilit stud . It ul al be n a In e tigat! n 
and Identification Phase. 
• Investigation and Identification Pha 
At Lhis point, early review i being done t gather information and description on the 
system that is going to be d · clop. Thi pha ~ includ the definition of the project 
lhnt is obj tiv · and , co · ore ·in • · ·t for de el ping an e-commerce health & 
beauty w ·b situ. F irly inv ·sti ration on the existing y tern ha· been done to identify 
the pro cs· involv ·d ind ·v ·I ping the y ·tern and the pr blems that, ri e. 
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2) PHASE ll: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
• The analysis phase are consist of understanding how the online Health & Beauty 
System that is going to be developed. It includes system review, system 
requirements and sp cifications, suggestions for system's content, development 
tools analysis and interface medium being used. 
• Further details regarding this phase will be explained in Chapter 4. 
3) PHASE ill: SYSTEM DESIGN 
• Design is the creative process that requires under tanding and natural talent to 
transform the problem into a solution. It is being acquir d by reviewing system 
that exists. The description of a solution is also called design. 
• This phase involves explanation ab ut the wh le tern that i g ing to e 
developed and the expected system performance. ln thi pha e all tern 
properties such as system architectur , pr cc de ign and intcrfu · ' d ''i an ar • 
being explained. Menu design, content pr cntation m dul · and dat ibas ur 
parts of the properties that will be explained. Thi i d n to simplif th 
interface developing proces of the tern that i in :'t t alo d. 
This phase is being explained in details in hapt r 5 st m D sign). 
4) PllA • IV : ODING I PRO RAMMI 
• Pro rrumminn is one of th· mo t im nant a peels in developing a system. It will 
dot mnino whether th · y uem manage t achie e it objectives. This makes the 
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analysis and reviews had been done in details to determine the most suitable 
environment in achieving the project objectives. Besides all that, 3 main aspects 
that are being emphasis on is control structures, algorithm and data structure. 
This phase will be executed in WXES 3182. 
5) PHASE V : TESTING AND MAINTENANCE 
• Testing is to ensure that the system functions as it was suppose to. This is to 
detect and identify faults in the system so that all the module developed are 
error-free and the system can response to reque t effectively. 
• Testing is one of the most important elem nts to en ure whether the y tern · emg 
developed will be able to fulfill u er's needs and reque t . High qualit tern 
will be able to handle any typ of sy tern te ting. a hi' c thi , all 
specification, design and programs done during the tern de lopm ·nt stu · 
will be reviewed and reevaluat . 
• This phase will be executed after the implcm ntati n pha • r pr; irammine 
phase. 
3.4) TOOL 
Tool are used to help simplify the y tern de lopment process by automating some of 
the processes. I · iide , they also reduce the c t and time required to develop the system. 
They ul 'O improv · th· quality of the c- omm rce we ite developed. The tools that are 
con idcrcd for the d vet ipm ·nt c f V -Nuz w ·b ite i · di ided int three category : 
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I. Development Platforms 
Il. Development Server 
Ill. Development Software 
3.4.1) Development Platforms 
There are several development platforms or operating system that can be used m 
developing the online Health & Beauty web site-commerce system. The major operating 
systems that can be used for the development of this project are:( Deitel et al. ,200 l ). 
a) Unix 
b) Linux 
c) Macintosh 
d) Windows 
In this project, the development platform i Wind w 
3.4.2) Development Server 
As shown in Figure 2.1 the pr ce of di pl yin a nami all 1 nerat d W pag 
incorporates several additional steps on the art of the er. ramie W b page must 
have additional programming code emb dd din th pag s Netscape's JavaScript, 
Microsoft YBScript, Allairc's ldFu i n Markup Language (CFML) or Sun 
Micro ystorn r Java. 
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1--- ~o o o o 
HTML returned to 
Web Server 
HTML & Script sent o 
exteosioo environmen 
HTTP 
Request 
o o o a 
Web Page 
Returned 
S ... RVBR 
WORKSTATION 
igure 3.3: Web erver Proce e 
To process a dynamic Web pag , the erver mu t b quipped ' ith 
extension environment such as ASP r J P r e ndary ap Ii ari n 
Allaire's old ·usion erver(Nich I n,2 2). 
3.4.2.1) Web erver oftware 
Jn this online Health & eauty e-commerce system, the web server software are quite 
variety for in tancc : 
u) of I rn 
llS offers u robust envir nmcnt iapa le f ca ily handli ng high traffic sites. It 
also administrator u wid · variety management fcatur<,; . nic. c include he 
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ability to password-protect file and folder access, protect information using 
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption and manage the web server via an 
available Web interface application. Because IIS comes free with the NT Option 
Pack, it is generally the Web server of choice for companies running Windows 
NT or 2000 platform. 
b) Microsoft Personal Web Se.rver ( PWS) 
PWS can turn any computer running Windows into a low-volume Web Server. It 
is suitable for hosting small web site and ideal environment for testing web sites 
using Active Server Pages. There is one pot ntial limit using PW , web sites are 
only allowed to have maximum of 10 users connected at any time. However thi 
shouldn t be a problem if PWS is u ed a a te t server for de el ping an e- 
commerce web site. 
c) APACHE Web Server 
For servers running on platform other than Wind ' ' Apa he ~. ft.. ure 
Foundation's Apache Server is ne of the fast t Web 
market. Apache is capable of erving A P J P and 
help of additional Web rver r running A Pon 
machine running UNIX, mu r a Ma peratin t m need a piece of 
software called un hili ! ft A P. Ith ugh UNIX and Linux are free of 
charge, hili! oft mu t be purcha ed from Chili!Soft, a subsidiary of Sun 
Microsystcm (Nichol ·on,2 2 . 
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For the development of V-Nuz system, Personal Web Server is used throughout 
the stages of creating and on-line system. Because this is just a prototype system, 
PWS is suitable enough in developing the te t system. 
3.4.2.2) Web Server Extension Environment 
a) Active Server Page (ASP) 
ASP is a server-side scripting environment (meaning that the bulk of work 
processing the script is done by the server rather by the browser) that allows you 
to embed JavaScript or VBScript code into the HTML documents. ASP pages 
can communicate with databases, cu tomize each vi itor' web ite experience 
through the use of cookies, and even password-protected the entire site so that 
visitor has to log on and be properly authenticated bef re gaining 
access(Nicholson,2002). 
FILE SYSTEM 0 
~ ASP fnjM ADO . - 
4 '"f S tH~I 
Comr. • u coo ~ 
u 
llS- MTS -MSMQ 
Windows,,. 1 
Lfo 
ASPnJ 
/ us 
H 'Ure .4:1nfrastructurc requirernen f r A P application 
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b) Java Server Pages (.TSP) 
The JSP environment is unique from ASP or ColdFusion in that is technology is 
based on Java. JSP includes a small program referred to as a servlet. These 
servlets run on the server and modify the HTML of the page before they are sent 
back to the browser . one of the biggest benefits running JSP, Apache Sotware 
Foundation and sun Microsystems ar working to develop op n source JSP 
servers that operates on any platform and are free to use(Nicholson,2002). The 
drawbacks, JSP relies on Java, which is a full-blown object-oriented 
programming language and I'm not familiar with Java. 
c) ColdFusion 
Allaire has developed an extension environment of it wn with the reati n f th 
ColdFusion server application and •ML. ML i unique wh ire it impl 
extends HTML by giving additional tag that Id u ion _. "'r is able int irpr 'l 
and convert to HTML. The fact that FM 
languages to learn makes it an attractive envir nm ent f r de I I 'rs ' h arc not 
neces arily programmer . he drawba k u ing Id u ion 
Server will cost you, while A P and J P b th off r f ext n ion programs for 
specific platforms. 
In choo 'ing the web · .rvcr · ten ion en ir nment, Active Server Page is 
selected lo er ·ntc the dynamic pa zes in V-Nuz.c m web site. 
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3.4.3) Development Software 
Database Management System (DBMS) 
The choice of choosing a database platform can be a big decision. In addition to the 
selection of database platform, 1 will also need to select a DBMS that allows me to build 
and update the Health & Beauty database. There is a wide variety of tools on the market 
that offer everything from inexpensive, personal databases to extremely robust, 
corporate-oriented tools that cost a small fortune. 
a) Microsoft Access 
Access is a tool that can be found on most corporate workstations a well 
as many home computers. The widespread of Acee makes it and ideal 
environment for developing database that can then be upgraded 
SQL,MySQL and Oracle platforms. he viabilit n the " b 
however is limited to relatively small databa e s. 
b) Microsoft SOL Serv r 
SQL Server provid s a r bu t entcrpri e-lc ·I M ·a· able or 
powering some of the large t ite n th' v ib. ut th re arc a uple f 
erver run nly n the Wind ' pl tf rm. Second, 
to connect the QL server t th web ou are required to purchase one 
license of Internet Conn ctor. This means that as tour web site 
trows to require m r · · .rv ·r power, u'll continue to pay Microsoft for 
udditionu! licenses. 
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c) MySQL 
MySQL is rapidly becoming one of the most popular databases on the 
web for smaJI to medium-sized web sites. This DBMS runs on any 
operating system and it is extremely versatile and transports easily 
between machines. The biggest benefit, is the fact that it is free for most 
use. 
d) lBM DB2 
IBM's client-server database, balances powerful performance and has 
made the transition to a PC version. One of the most powerful features is 
the integrated Java support, making it an id al candidate for J P web 
page environment. Although DB2 is not a expensive as racle, it co t 
still exceeds that of SQL server. 
e) Oracle 
Oracle provides some of the most robu t e uri m iasur ·, f un M, 
on the market. Oracle runs on most UNIX fla ors. nd Windo 
Jt also offers a wide range of DBM ch i e whi h pr id an ex ·ctl ·nt 
balance between ed and urit . rawba k i t and training. 
However, the stability, upport and data pr t ti n off r d by Oracle 
often make up for the extra mone nt. 
ue to the . mall amount of data being u ed in V-Nuz system, Microsoft Access is 
chosen. 'It is l M i relatively ea y t u e and fast to learn especially for 
beginners. 
1 () 
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3.5) SECURITY PROTOCOL 
Security concerns is still the main issues keeping consumers from making onJine 
shopping a habit. To combat those fear and gain customer trust, there are several 
protocols that provide transaction security, such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and 
TM TM Secure Electronic Transaction (SET ). 
3.5.1) Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 
SSL protocol is a non-proprietary protocol commonly used to secure communication 
on the Internet and the Web. SSL is built into many Web browser and operates 
between the lntemet's TCP/IP communication protocol and th application oftware. 
SSL uses public-key technology and digital certificat to authenticate the er er ma 
transaction and to protect private information as it pa c from one part t an ther 
party over the Internet. 
Although SSL protects information as it pa ed er th intern "t it d ' n t rot t 
private information, such a credit-card numbe on to in th mer hant 
be installed on the Web erver to ecure data for an ntire L transaction. (Deitel et 
al,200 I) 
.5.2) Seeur l•,lc ·troni · Tran action 
'I'he Sb'! protocol was designed specifically t protect e-commerce payment 
transactions. b use digital certificate t authenticate each p rty in an c- 
~ I 
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commerce transaction. Public-key cryptography is used to secure information as it 
passed over the Web. 
Merchants must have a digital certificate and special SET software to process 
transactions. Customer must have digital wallet software. It stores credit (or debit) 
card information for multiple cards as well as a digital certificate verifying the 
cardholder's identity. 
Jn the SET protocol, the merchant never sees the client's proprietary information. 
Therefore, the client's credit-card number is not stored on the merchant s server, 
considerably reducing the risk of fraud. 
The problem with SET is that it requires a special oftwar on both the cli ~nt and 
server side; that requirement increase transaction cost and it i also tim ·- on umin r, 
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CHAPTER 4:SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1) THE REQUIREMENTS PROCESS 
A requirement is a featur of the system or a description of something the 
system must do in order to achieve the objectives of the system. System requirement fall 
into two categories- 
1) Functional Requirement 
2) Non-functional Requirement 
4.1.1) Functional Requirement 
Functional Requirement are those requirements that the customer needs in order to d 
business. lt also captures the tasks that the busines mu t perform and a such it doc not 
include implementation details. (Sellappan,200 a he functi nal requir ment for th 
proposed system are as below- 
1) Customer Login 
• this module is responsibl for asking u r t id enti th im cl c to th 
system. User verification will be based nu er 
2) 
• this enable new u r/n n-mernb r to regi ter with the system.User are require 
to fill in a registration form and information will be kept in the database. 
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3) .t\dministration Module 
• enable administrator to edit, update and manipulate the data on the database. 
This function requires input for update process and the updated record will be 
displayed as a result. 
4) Shopping Cart & Ordering Module 
• once the user has register and login, they can start purchasing by selecting the 
desired products from the product catalog. The shopping cart keeps track of 
the item the customer selected to purchase and allows the customer to view 
items in the cart, add new item to it, or remove items from it. 
5) Online Product Catalog 
• this module display the information about each product: name, d scription 
price, and photo of the product. 
6) Search Capabilities 
• visitor can search for a particular product using a earch ingin '. 
7) Health & Beauty Article 
• This module provide visit r n health inf rmati n m ti rcgardin 1 w m in 
health, beauty tip , fashion, lif tyle hip ' t pla int 1 inter ting plac 
and much more. 
8) ~J,1~· ~~~~'-"'-== 
• Links to other women and health web sit such as ivillage.com, Women.com, 
ve.com rug tore.com, uixtar.com and many more. 
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4.1.2) Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-Functional Requirement are those requirements that are not directly needed by the 
business but are nevertheless important. They represent constraints place on the 
system.(Sellappan,2000a) 
1) User Friendliness 
• The web site must be user-friendly. A suitable caption and icons can help 
users to use and understand the system more easily. This include simple 
menu and simple navigation. 
2) Usability 
• The system should display a confirmation massage or prompt message for 
non-trivial processes such as deletion and data updating. 
3) fficiency 
• Efficiency is a process or procedures in V-Nuz web ite that an b all ed or 
accessed in an unlimited time to pr duce similar out m • or output . 
4) Universal tenn 
• The universal term include Next, ubmit, end that arc u ed in th .. ' b it . 
It must be consistent in every page t a id onfu i n 
5) Reusability 
• The same design, code and function f th 
of development time. 
t m can b reused to save a lot 
) 
• There is an understanding that ernpha .is ha been placed on a secure system 
when deal in ' with p irsonal and financial inf rrnation f u sers. 
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• V-Nuz e-commerce system will ensure that sensitive information will be 
handled in a safe and professional manner. In addition, various levels of V- 
Nuz web site functionality will be provided according to the user's status. 
4.2) TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 
System Requirements Analysis 
From the data gathered for technological requirements and reviews from Chapter 
3:Methodology, the decisions are made based on this research and my own familiarity of 
the usage of software's and available hardware's. This section discusses of the 
justification of the chosen softwares and other technological a pects to develop V-N uz 
e-commerce web site. 
4.2.1) Operating System 
The chosen operating platform is Window 8. Windows 8 i 
the popularity of Windows and my own familiarity with Wind ws. en though in th 
market, UNTX and LINUX are consider d more efficient b au "then iilabilit 1 r thi 
operating platforms are quite scarce and the time limit gi en t d V-Nu it i not 
quite practical to learn to use an unfamiliar platform at a h rt peri d f time. 
The main reason to proposed V·Nu~ web ·ite wa to u e the ASP technology that have 
rec 'ivcd t ·m sndous review' form devel per and programmers. ASP is a set of 
. o war · component lhut run on u Web · .rver · nd a11 w We developers to build 
dynamic Web pa res. The advantage of A P ver tatic l ITML Web p 1;;. i that an 
l6 
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ASP page is like a computer program that runs on a Web server and can calculate 
results, process user input, read from or write to databases and files, and insert "live" 
updated content every time a user browses the page (Microsoft,2002) and features is 
required to develop V-Nuz e-commerce site. In web development, ASP today has high 
market value comparing to other technologies as CGI (Common Gateway Interface) 
and Microsoft's main rival, Lotus Domino's Server in Malaysia and ASP is compatible 
with Windows 98. 
4.2.3) Scripting Language 
At the very least that one can say, VBscript and Javascript are very similar as for their 
philosophy and their operating mode. Fortunately some difference , and not of lea t, 
make two completely different tools of them 
Choosing a scripting language for ASP 
Active Server Pages introduced a whole new concept t web de elo m ·nt - · iriptin 1 
language of the programmer's choice. Before A P cam ar und th 3 v 
tools such as Cold Fusion by Allaire r quired that the pr g mm er kn a pr prictary 
scripting language (in the case of oldFusion it is FML). On the ther hand there was 
(stiJJ is) Perl, which with package provid a ce s t databases and other functionality 
that a programmer have come to expect from a web development environment. 
A P provides a better wuy of doin ' thing· - it m dularizes the web development effort. 
It gives the option of choosin our scripting language, something most other web 
47 
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development tools do not offer. While there are many scripting languages around, the 
two most prominent are - VBScript and JavaScript. 
So the question is : "What is better scripting language, VBScript or JavaScript?" In my 
opinion, there is no "better" scripting language. It all depends on what context you ask 
the question. This is the question many technical leads face, especially when working 
with team members with different programming backgrounds. Also, a tinge of bias seeps 
into this argument - many people tend to think JavaScript is the same as Java, a 
programming language from the "enemy camp." 
All these can possibly affect what scripting language a programmer would use in his/her 
ASP pages. Here are some of the factor that are considered:. 
1) Ease of Use 
People believe VBScript is easier than Java cript, imply be au e it look lik Vi u 11 
Basic language. While this is true, a programmer with Ja a xpcri m ' ma think 
otherwise. People with no programming backgr und may find V ript • isi r to u 
because it is easier to understand owing t it "'ngli h-Iik ntax. .g. If u want t g t 
first 2 letters in a word, do eft(someWord, 2) in VB ript, \, herea in Ja aScript you 
do someWord.substr(0,2) 
There is more /\SP reference material with VB cript than there is with JavaScript. 
JitvaScripl is ca ie-ecnsltiv and V cript isn't. While thi argument is valid, I personally 
foul case .. scnsilivity helps 1 eoplo under uand the iyntax euer. 
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2) Features 
Both scripting languages are powerful in their own right. JavaScript offers a rich set of 
object-oriented framework to work with - you could create classes. But with its version 
5, this functionality extends to VBScript as well. 
Again, sometimes people confuse power with lines of code. Just because something can 
be done in VBScript with one line of code when it takes three lines in JavaScript does 
not mean JavaScript is any less powerful. However, JavaScript and VBScript differ in 
some features. 
Error handling 
At the time of this writing, there was no error handling mechanism in Java cript in 
version 1.2, they are talking about it in 1.3). VBScript on the rher hand pro ides a mall 
but sufficient set of error handling capabilities. 
Arrays: 
Handling multi-dimensional arrays are easier in VB cript than in Ja a ·ri t. VB ri t 
arrays can easily be dimensioned and re-dimensi ned. Ja a ript n th' oth •r h nd 
provides a great feature - as ociate array • something th t n it r pla c dictionary 
objects. 
With VBScript, one can enumerate items in a collection using the For Each .. Next loop. 
'I hi way, you avoid using on ind· to get the alue of any item within the collection. 
3) Ii nt-sid • ~cripting 
Ju toad of climhinu two learning curves, settle on ne language f r b th client-side and 
, crvcr-sid criptin '· Java cript can c a good candidate in these situation , as runs on 
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most browsers. VBScript, on the other hand, does not run on Netscape browsers which 
at this time constitute about half the browser market. 
How about both? 
ASP not only supports multiple scripting languages, but it lets you mix languages within 
a single page. For instance, you can have both JavaScript and VBScript routines on the 
same page. This ability, while it offers flexibility, is not all that efficient when you have 
a large number of pages. 
4.3.4) Database Management System (DBMS) 
When most of us think about database, Access often come to mind. imilar with the 
explanation above, compatibility with Windows 98 is the main rea on t use Mier oft 
Access 2000. The widespread availability of Acces makes it an ideal en i nment for 
developing database (Nicholson, 2002). Microsoft Acee s 20 0 is al a PO\ ·rful 
database management, which collects informati n related t a parti ul r ubj ·t r 
purpose. A Microsoft Access database not nly con i t f d ua fi ld , r · rds, ind 
tables but also includes those queries and reports rear as a r ult of m nipulsting 
those fields, records, and tabl s. As such Micros ft A s 1 m re than a tool used to 
store data - it is a complete databa e manag ment syst m BMS). Additionally, the 
Microsoft Access 2000 D M can not only organize and manage a table of records 
sometimes called u Ilat file database but can al manage and organize many tables 
possessing common components into a relational datab e. o this database will be used 
accordin 1 to priority for V-Nuz function . racle even th ugh is more noted but because 
to avoid any incompatibility, Micros fi product arc still cho ·en. 
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4.2.5) Web Server Software 
The web server software chosen based on the application's platform, stability and price. 
Personal Web Server(PWS) is being considered for developing the V-Nuz e-commerce 
site. It is a handy little application that can tum any computers running Windows into a 
low-volume Web server. It does a relatively good job hosting small web site and is an 
ideal environment for testing web site using Active Server Pages. PWS is quick to set 
up, easy to use, and free from Microsoft. This software is suitable and going to be used 
to test the ASP pages on my PC before publishing it to NT or 2000 server. 
(Nicho]son,2002) 
4.2.6) Web Development Tool 
To developed a database-driven Web site, I considered u ing Macr m edia rearnv ea er 
Ultradev 4 or better known as UltraDev. It is a combinati n f atures found in tw 
products from Macromedia's line of Web development on, are: 
Drumbeat 2000. Whereas Dreamweaver provided the foundation for 
authoring capabilities, Drumbeat gave UltraDev the ca 
databases and generate dynamic W b page n ariety f platf rm . Ni h I n, 02) 
UltraDev also enables me to connect t the cc database, iew the data stored in the 
database and develop dynamic pages sp cially for ach visitor. It also offers the ability 
to implement the enhanced security featur s necessary to operate an e-commerce web 
site. 
Mo, t importantly, rho combination f lira ev' HTM authoring tools, database 
connectivity features, and built-in behavi r mean· that the e-c mmerce web site can be 
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built by one individual rather then the culmination of efforts from a Web developer, a 
programmer and a database administrator 
4.2.7) Multimedia Applications 
User Interface is what represents a system. It is important to have an interactive and 
attractive web page for an e-commerce web site. Using suitable and powerful graphics 
tools have to be emphasized. Macromedia products such as Macromedia Flash will be 
used to create easy animated features for V-Nuz. For graphic editing, Microsoft 
Photodraw 2000 and Macrornedia Fireworks will be used because of my own e perience 
and familiarity of these software's. 
4.3) SYSTEM TECHNICAL SPECIFJCATlON REQUIREMENT 
4.3.1) Hardware Requirements 
Usually hardware refers to machinery or physical t Is that perform l 1 i · fun ·ti ns II\ 
the process of operation cycle. Minimum specification required to cxe ut the 11 ·alth 
Information System are as follows: 
• CPU Processor- Intel Pentium HI 450 M, z /AM 4 - Ml lz pro e or or ab ve 
• Memory- 128 Mb 
• Hard Disk Space-6 B 
• I nternct onnection 
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4.3.2) Software Requirement 
Decision on using the appropriate software for developing the system is important for 
system implementation. This is to ensure that the software's going to be used to develop 
this project is suitable with the concept of the project: 
• Microsoft Windows 98 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 4 
• Macromedia Flash 5 
• Macromedia Extension Manager 
• Microsoft Access 2000 
• Internet Explorer 5.0 and above 
• Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP) 
• Microsoft Personal Web Server ver.4 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1) INTRODUCTION 
Design is the creative process of transforming the problem into a solution; the 
description of solution is also called design. System design in an Information 
Technology environment context would not a complete success if there does not exist an 
understanding between the thinking complexities of the developer during the 
development of a system. This thinking complexity processes involves identifying goals, 
alternatives of strategic steps during processes such as design, making decisions and 
solving problems. When we attempt to understand the information requirements of 
users, we must be able to conceptualize how data moves thr ugh the y tern the 
processes or transformation that the data undergoes, and what the output are. 
System design is concerned with how the final y tern will work. lt is i •v ·d us a 
process that represents data structure, program structur interfac • pr pcrti ' ind 
procedural information. It includes pr c b lov : 
• Process De ign 
• Network Design 
• Jnterface Design 
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5.2) I>ROCESS DESIGN 
Process design describes on how modules or functions of an information system are 
structured (organized) and how they will interact with one another to perform the 
various system tasks. 
5.2.1) Data Flow Diagram(DFD) 
Processes in the on-line Health & Beauty E-commerce system are depicted using Data 
Flow Diagrams. Process design will be visualized by using Data Flow Diagram (DFD), 
a graphical technique used to show the flow of data through V-Nuz e-commerce system. 
It gives an overview of V-Nuz system's inputs, processes and output and shows the 
flow of data from the customer entity to the processes and from th pr ces e to the 
destination entities (Sellappan, 2000b). As a transformer of data, the diagram how the 
data flow into the system, how they are tran formed and h w they lea e the tern. The 
emphasis is on the flow of the data, not on the flow f control. It will al· ' obi' to 
view the changing process or the converting pr ce 
data once the data goes into the system, through th tern and ut if th 
th. 
tern, 
Figure 5.1 shows the context diagram for the onlin Health Beauty -comrnerce 
ystem. There is only one entity for thi st m that is ustomer. Data stores will not 
shown in the context diagram. 
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Request user Registration 
Customer ~ Customer ... 
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Search Product Health & Shipped order - Beauty E- ... 
commerce 
Purchase Product System Product Information - .. 
\. 
L - Administrator, ran actio,_,----4 ... 
.. 
Figure 5.1 :Context Diagram for Health & Beauty - mmer .e 
The diagram in Figure 5.2 is the more d tail d le el f r th n-lin H lth eauty - 
commerce system. Processes and data. t res ar numb red and each process may be 
further exploded. 
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In the diagram below (Figure 5.3), the Process Customer Order is divided into 
subprocesses. These subprocesses are numbered with the process number. The 
subprocesses in this diagram a.re numbered from 1.1 to 1.5. 
Product 
lnforrnation 
1..3 
Fi e 5.2:Diagram 0 for HealtH-..-""T"_,___...~~ 
lnvalid 
Customer Error 
Purchase 
products (>= 1) Order/Purchase 
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5.2.2) Structure Design 
Structure chart will be used to show the workflow of the Health & Beauty e-commerce 
Web site. Components on the higher level will represent functions that are available in 
the main interface display followed by the rest of the components. Typically, for the e- 
commerce system, one approach is being used, that is the decomposition approach. 
Decomposition approach is an approach where the system or application is decomposed 
into several high-level modules. Then each modules is further broken up into lower level 
modules, and the decomposed level continued until the last modules in the system is 
broken up. This is done so that each modules is small and manageable and does a 
specific task. 
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5.2.3) Flow Chart 
The flow chart diagrams are conceptual summarizations of the processes and the 
conditions involved in V-Nuz Web site. The flow charts are divided into three sections: 
the Customer Component Flow Chart, the Employee/Staff Component Flowchart, and 
the Manager/ Administration Flow Chart. 
When a customer enter the V-Nuz Web site, they can: 
Customer enters V- 
Nuz Web site 
View/Browse for 
Health & Beauty 
Article 
Review Product 
atalog 
earch for 
Pr duct 
t other 
relate v sb ire 
Figure 5.5: V-Nuz Web itc Fl w chart 
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For new customer registration, the process flow is as below: 
New ustomer Fill in tbe 
registration 
Edit/Update 
r11<:tn111Pr 
Submit form 
Login 
Figure 5.6: New Customer Registration Flow chart 
A customer who would like to purchase product from the V-Nuz web ha to regi ter 
first. Below is the process flow for product purchasing: 
ustorner view 
product catalog 
View product 
description 
Add to 
hopping-cart 
Add or rcmo c 
item in 
L gin 
Place order 
Figure .7: Product I urcha ·ing Iii w chart 
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Administrator Functionality Flow Chart 
V-Nuz.com allows the administrator to have additional functionality that will provide 
for better overall service. Access to the administration site will be restricted using 
different criteria than the main site. Below is the flow chart for accessing Administrative 
Site: 
Administrative 
Menu 
Administrator Login 
Search Product 
Key-in Product no. 
or Category 
Delete Pr duct Edit Product 
Update 
Information 
Add Product 
Figure 5.8: Administrat r acce s low hart 
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Advantages of the Data Flow and Flow Chart Approach 
The data flow approach has four chief advantages over narrative explanations of the way 
data moves through the system. The advantages are: 
J . Freedom from committing to the technical implementation of the system. 
2. Further understanding of the interrelatedness of systems and subsystems. 
3. Communicating current system knowledge to users through data flow diagrams. 
4. Analysis of a proposed system to determine if the necessary data and processes 
have been defined. 
5.3 Database Design 
Database design is concerned with identifying the ta k entitie rele ant to the application 
and how they are related to one another. It is al o concerned with id ntifying th, 
attributes needed for each of the entities. (Sellapan, P. 2000b 
There are a few entities that had be n identified in d igning th databa for the 
Y_Nuz.com .cornmercc System. The entiti s are ust m rs, Paym nt, Products and 
rders. Relationship is u ed to link the entiti and attribut sin each table. 
Relation hip ensure that redundant data is kept t a minimum by allowing storing in a 
field a pointer to the data in another table, rather than entering the data in both table. 
Nichol '<)n,Scan,20 . Figure . illu Irate the relati nship between the tables for 
Y-Nu:t. datubasc: 
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- D x 
.:J 
..!J 
,_....._......__. l 
Ol!bJlnerlD 
Password 
City _r:J _birth 
Name 
Address 
City 
Stale 
Posl<od 
EmaU 
I 
Password 
Name 
Tables are the heart and soul of every database, and th fun ti nalit f V-Nuz.dntaba 
lflxb:l:.J«> 
Entry_Date 
Name 
Product_type 
Category 
Descrlptbn 
Photo_lJU. 
Photo_LRL2 
Spot!Hj)t 
Price 
Customer ID 
ProdJct_No 
Qty 
is only as good as the structure of its table . Th relati nal datab e 1 ompri d r 
Figure 5.9: Relation hip between table in V-Nuz databa e 
5.3.1) Database Table 
tables that are made up of field (columns) and r ). hi 
foundation in developing V-Nuz.com h ti ll wing table will 
give an explanation about attribute contain d inc ery nti . 
stomcrs table 
ustomers table is ompri cd f informati n that ar collected from customer ordering 
th· V-Nuz.c m product . ·1 he de criptions of each of the field· that are included in this 
table arc lS follow : 
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Field Name Field Type Size Description 
CustomerlD Text 15 Customer unique 
identifier 
Password Text 50 Password specified 
by users 
Name Text 50 Customer Name 
City_of_birth Text 50 Customer's city of 
birth 
Address Text 20 Customer Address 
City Text 15 City 
Postcode Text 6 Po tcode 
tate T xt 20 State 
Email Text 50 u t mer s email 
Table 5.3: ustomer Table 
Lineitem table 
This table is used to store the numb r f each rd r for ca h of th indi idual items. This 
table is design to give direct acce s to the number of times a specific product has been 
ordered at any given time. he fields u ed in this table are as follows: 
ng integer Unique order 
number 
Field Name 
rd ·r No. 
Field Type 
Number 
Description 
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Product No. Text 6 Product Number 
Customer ID Text 50 Customer Usemame 
Qty Number Double Product quantity 
ordered 
Table 5.4: Item Table 
Orders table 
This table stores information about each order that is placed. The fields in the Orders 
table are as follows: 
Field Name Field Type Size Description 
Order No Auto Number Long Integer nique rder 
number 
CustomerID Text 50 u tomer u ername 
Order Date Date/Time ate ord r v 1 
lace t 
Ship_Method Text 10 hipping M th cl 
Payment Text I Pa m int m ihod 
CC_Type ext 5 r dit card type 
C_Type Text 0 redit card number 
CC_Type Text 50 Credit card 
expiration date 
Table 5.5: rders able 
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Products Table 
This table stores the relevant information about each product offered on the V-Nuz.com 
web site. The fields stored are as follows: 
Field Name Field Type Size Description 
Product No Text 6 Unique product 
number 
Name Memo Product Name 
Entry_Date Date/Time General Date Track date record 
entry 
Product type Text 40 Type of product 
Category Text 50 Product category 
Description Memo Product detailed 
de cription 
Photo URL Text 150 Ph t UR 
- ·- 
Photo URL2 Text 150 Photo RL 
- 
Spotlight Yes/No Ye /No p tlight It »n 
Double - Price Number Pr du ·t rt ' 
Table 5.6: Product able 
Administrator Table 
This table stores the administrator informati n. Thi inf rmati n i r trie e v hen 
administrator Jogon to the administrative site. The fields stored are as follows: 
Field Name Fielt.l Type Description ize 
Administrator 
unique identifier 
T • t 50 Adrninl 
Text 
I I . l 
50 Adrnin password I assword 
Nam 50 Admin name 
able .7: Admini trat r Table 
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5.4) NETWORK DESIGN 
Network design is concerned with the architecture of the system when it is implemented 
m a geographically distributed environment. It describes the network 
architecture/topology, transmission media, transmission mode, protocols and 
communications devices that are used to transmit data from one node to another. 
D a a a a 
Access 
Databas 
I) HTTP 
3) 
4) a a a a 
Web lient ) HTTP Web erver 
Tier 1 ier 2 Tier 
Figure 5.10: Y-Nuz Web site n twork de ign 
Figure 5.8 presents the Y-Nuz e-commerce network de ign. The n tv r de i m i a 
three-tier archit cture. The fir t tier i the licnt 1h' nd ti r .i th W b erver and 
the third tier consist of the Acee databa e t r the cu tomer and product 
information that supply n n-11 M inf rmation to th v eb server on request. The third 
tier pr vidcs comprehensive data er ice including database operations supported by 
database software and other erviccs needed t support a robust electronic commerce 
sur vcr. 
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When the user request a display for a particular product in the V-Nuz web site by using 
the search capabilities, the client request is formulated into an HTIP message sent over 
the Internet to the server, and examined by the server. Analysis of the request reveals 
that the request r quires the help of the server's database. The server sends a request to 
the database to search for, retrieve and return data about the product description. 
Database information flows back to the server and the server formats the response into 
properly formed HTML and sends a message back to the client over the internet. 
The V-Nuz e-commerce site require the third layer of hardware and software because the 
additionaJ software and support·hardware are used to track customer purchases stored in 
shopping-cart, keep track of customer preference and keep the web site catalog current. 
(Schneider & Perry, 2001) 
5.5) INTERFACE DESIGN 
User interface design is an important aspect in developing a web itc peciall an c- 
commerce web site. This is because an interesting u er interface de ign \J ill in ipire and 
motivate a user to test and use the system. Beside that, u er interfa i th m iin 
attraction to get user to browse your web sit 
bjectives of building a u er interface: 
• _JTectiveness of using user interfac 
This can be accomplish by designing an int rface that meets the user 
requirem ·nt' and the simplicit i the interface to a oid confusion . 
• 
Int .rfaco accuracy in perf rming data capturing without errors. 
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• User judgement 
User interface developed must meets user requirements and respose given by 
the system must be accurate and meets the user's request. 
• Productivity 
This can be measured by developing a good user interface that reduce building 
cost and response time. 
Interface design will visualize the display that wil1 be used as an interaction medium 
between the user and the system. There are several factors need to be considered when 
designing the interface: 
1. Soft background colour , icons, logos, pictur and appropiate f nt . 
2. Consistency betweeen pages to avoid confusion for u ers. 
3. Control measures such as combo box, election bo and che k x are u ed to 
accelerate data recording proce . 
4. Suitable type of fonts are used so that the interfa ul n t l k t o omple , 
and it would be more organized and eas t und r tand. 
clow is a protoype of the interface for the proposed system:- 
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W~I< umo to V Nuz web OIW for II c1""1 l\ G1>n(idt•l11 U I 
tril!t >> 
'~\I• ~·- 10\' "''''"'"· •.. 
141~1,/~'.\!J\1.11 C'\.11t1 mv 
....i-.~- .._~~~....;,;. ..... ~ ...... --~-----~~--_.;:;....;:;.:;;;;.....~--~----~------~----....::.~--- 
Home 
u ... a.1.:ty TJr 
ll"ll · r.1 f ' •P, ~~!Q 
,,,•u: fiti~ ' 
n:iah~<L ~ · W 
'li'r V••-W r:,.1 ........... ~ 
Figure 5.11: V-Nuz Web site main page 
I· igurc 5. 12: ust mer I gin ti rm 
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f~ '' :µ· 1 0,p~: • I~, il ::J ~ L!.J . :;j Ji• =' di 
1 .'' ~ h11 ~. :1·11\.·1: ' . iiw ~l~ h t~ Sqcn fft>(d~ »~ l ~ Prrl l!!lit N ;I• ' 1, II ''1'!' :! ' ' ' I ! • t ii~~f I J http llWww.v_~ut.0¢1•.~e~ 
11 ! IAtqUtou· u " . ....,,.,.,, to eJqJ•d"""" -t1u.n11 new ""'1 :i..rp.. 
) 
/7/..r 
Create New User Account 
Tip~ (It The Cia1•• 
I 
Submit I GI 01 Foun 
Figure 5.13: New User Account Page 
5.5) SUMMARY 
System design is the critical part for the whole project and acts a th moti at r r r th 
next phase of development. A good key design the ke to a t 111 
management plan, where it covers a rang of soluti n and put th" fl v mm 
better perspective. The solution chosen m this y tern de ign pha the most 
appropriate technical solution that m t w 11 with th s t m requirements. This 
chapter is concerned with ynthc izing all the parts tog ther into a viable, workable 
system. 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION & DEVELOPMENT 
6.0) INTRODUCTION 
The development and implementation environment is crucial for the rapid development 
of an E-commerce system. Development environment consists of hardware and software 
configuration. Using the suitable hardware and software is an important factor to 
determine the successful of a project. 
System implementation can be divided into four main phase that is:- 
i) Develop and Test Network and Database 
ii) Testing and Developing Program 
iii) Installation and New System Testing 
iv) Delivering the New System for Operation 
6.J) SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
6.1.1) Building and Testing Network and Database 
ff a new application requests for a new network r a new datab it ,, ill ft 
implemented before developing and in tailing the c mput ir pr gr m. h databa u d 
for the V-Nuz On-Line ystem is Microsoft Access 2000. 
The main input for thi ha e is the ub et from the real technical design that visualize 
the network or the database de ign. The main product i a network and database that has 
not yet been populated. The structur · of the databa e has been implemented but data has 
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not yet been inserted in the structure of the database. Program developer will finally write 
a program to populate and enchance the database. 
6.'1.2) Building and Testing the Program 
This phase is also known as the development phase. Program developing and testing 
usually takes a very long time and it is a very tiring phase in developing a system. 
Program developer has to work from the specification that has been developed and 
filtered through the prephase and preactivity in the Waterfall Model. If the specification 
of the system is not clear, not completed, not accurate or ruined, the development phase 
will be more complicated and takes a longer time. 
The main input to this phase is the subset from the technical de ign statement that 
contains the specification of the program. If the new or modified network and databa e 
will be used, the database that has been implemented but ha not yet b sen populated is 
the input from the implementation phase that ha been done b fore. he pr du t of thi 
phase is a computer program that has not yet been in tailed but ha b n comp! •t I 
tested and debugged to be used for pr duction. 
6.J.3) Installing and Testin 'the New ystem 
1 he next phase in system implementation is to install and test the new system using the 
imulat r. The muin input to this pha e is a u 
rives the specification on how the program ha 
darabasc will be piled up in the into rrated system. 
t f the technical design statement that 
een developed and tested. Files and 
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6.1.4) Delivering the New System for Operation 
The final phase in implementation is to deliver the new system for operation. By 
providing a various system manuals helps users in using the new system. 
6.2) DEVELOPING V-NUZ.COM ON-LINE SYSTEM 
The development phase is the most time consuming phase for developing V-Nuz web 
site. It involves interpretation and the implementation of all gathered requirements 
including system technical design into program codes. 
The V-Nuz health & beauty system is classified as a web application. Most of the 
modules consist of dynamic pages that require the use of a powerful erver- ide cripting 
language. In this case, Active Server Page or better known as A P i u ed in the 
developing of dynamic pages. VBScript, which is the foundation of A P i u 'Cd for the 
server-side execution in V-Nuz system. Active er er cripts are di tingui shed from 
HTML tags and normal content by using delimiter Yo %>. Th main to I u d f r 
coding is Macromcdia reamweaver Ultradev 4.0 r b tt r known a ltradev. Ultradev 
provide the foundation for HTM auth ring cap biliti n t ea il nnect with the 
database and generate dynamic Web pages on a ari ty of form. (Nicholson, 2002). 
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Figure 6. 1 illustrated the Ultradev Site Window for V-Nuz.com Web site 
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Figure 6.1: Ultradev Site Window 
Although a lot of scripting is executed at the server side, ther till a need f r cli mt- 
side scripting to relieve the server of unnecessary toad. In thi ca Ja a cript i used. 
The browser validate most of the data ntry field b f re being ent t the server. For 
example, JavaScript is used to pre-check ubmitted f nn before transmitting them to the 
server. This reduces the conn cti n overhead, a welt as alidating the data and generates 
a response message. 
Figur .2 illustrated the Pa re Layout Windowf r default.a p. 
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Figure 6.2: Default.asp Page Layout Design 
To enhance the web page presentation, a few animations are add d. M t f th ,. b 
pages in V-Ncz.com consist of graphics, pictures and icon. The log f r V-Nu . om site 
is created using Xara 3d while the images are being de ign u ing ara Web tyle. 
Most of the web pages created in V-Nuz.corn w b it ar based on template. Template is 
used so that each web pa c has a common page layout and elements that present on every 
pa e. In addition, each web page will have a cu tomizable and standard design. 
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6.2.1) System Development Platform 
The following hardware specifications have been used for the development of V-Nuz 
Online System 
• Intel Pen ti um TV 1.18 GHz 
• Mobile CPU 1.80GHz 
• 256 MB of RAM 
• Pointing devices 
• Keyboard 
6.2.2) Development Software Tools Implementation 
The table below summarizes the software tools used for the development of the Health & 
Beauty On-line System. 
SOFTWARE DES RIPTION 
I) personal Web Server Web erver Ho t 
and manipulate data 
2) Microsoft Access 2000 For building the V-Nuz database t 
3) Macromedia Dreamweaver Ultradev 4.0 Web page oding 
nne ti n tring 
4) Internet ... xplorcr 5.0 
5) Visio 4.0 
6) Xara 3 
7) Xara Webstyle 
8) Microsoft Paint and Microsoft Ph t 
•ditor .0 I 
9 Miorosoft W >rd Writing cument and Report 
Tobie . I: 
?R 
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6.2.3) Web Server- Personal Web Server 
A web server is needed for the entire V-Nuz system, as it is an online system. The 
Personal Web Server is an ideal environment for testing the Active Server Pages in V- 
Nuz.com Web site. PWS can be install easily in minutes and it is an excellent solution for 
developing the V-Nuz.com Web site. The PWS is suitable for testing the Web site before 
you uploading it to an Internet service provider. Figure 6.3 showed the PWS mam 
window. 
4Jl Personal Web Manager t;v ~ 1 
Main 
Publish 
WebS~e 
Tour 
Advanced 
I/ 
Web pub~shing is on. Your home page is available at' 
http//R.m 
[ .. )top: .:J Ckcl'. Stop to make the items on your s~e 1.a1ava1lable. 
Your homo duectory l.\ln·A~1~1b)v~!(l'...t; pt 
(To change published dJect01ies, did· "Advanced" ii the Ii on the left) 
ActNe connections· 0 
Started~ 4:47 AM on 
1/28/02 
Visitors· 1 
R quo I~ 20 
Bytes s rved 115926 
Mo t onc1.111 nt conne horw 2 
Figure 6.3:Per onal Web erv r Main Windows 
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6.3) CODING PHASE 
Coding phase is the phase where all the result from the analysis and the design phase is 
being transform into a real application system. This phase requires a long period of time. 
Appropriate consideration of all tl1e output from the phases that had been completed must 
be revise by the developer before it is being transformed into an application system. 
6.3.1) Coding Implementation 
Below are the codings uses for some of the main function in V-Nuz.com Web site 
Connection to V-Nuz Database 
The code below is the connection string for linking the V-Nuz web page to the V-Nuz 
database. 
<% 
' FileName="Connection _ odbc _conn_ dsn. htm" 
' Type="ADO" 
' HTTP="false" 
' Catalog="" 
'Schema="" 
MM connCustomer STRlNG = "dsn=V nuzdb;" - - - 
%> 
Login Module 
The Login code will validate the usernarne and pa w rd and th n dir ct the user to the 
respective page. 
<%@LAN UA 
<1--/tinclude file 
<% 
im rst.o 
rsl o iin 
% 
u t mer.a p" --> 
in str ustomcrl 
tr \1, tomcrll S ·s ·ion("MM_ sername" 
% 
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Dim rsLogin_strPassword 
rsLogin_strPassword = Session("MM _Password") 
%> 
<% 
' *** Validate request to log in to this site. 
MM_LoginAction = Request.ServerVariables("URL") 
If Request.QueryString<>''" Then MM_LoginAction = MM_LoginAction + "T' + 
Request.QueryString 
MM_ valUsemame=CStr(Request.Form(" usemame")) 
IfMM_valUsemame <>""Then 
MM fldUserAuthorization="" 
MM_ redirectLoginS uccess=" validation. asp" 
MM_redirectLoginFailed="validation_fail.asp" 
MM_flag="ADODB.Recordset" 
set MM_rsUser = Server.CreateObject(MM_flag) 
MM_rsUser.ActiveConnection = MM_connCustomer_STRING 
MM_rsUser.Source ="SELECT CustomerID, Password" 
lf MM_fldUserAuthorization <> "" Then MM_rsUser.Source = MM_rsUs r.Source & 
"," & MM_fldUserAuthorization 
MM_rsUser.Source = MM_rsUser.Source & " FROM Customer WH 
CustomerlD="' & MM valUsername &"' AND Password="' & 
CStr(Request.Form("password")) & '"" 
MM_rsUser.CursorType = 0 
MM rsUser.CursorLocation = 2 
MM_rsUser.LockType = 3 
MM _rsU ser. Open 
lfNot MM_rsUser.EOF Or Not MM_rsUser.BOF Then 
' usemame and password match - this is a valid user 
Session("MM_Usemame") = MM_valUsemame 
If(MM_fldUserAuthorization <>"")Then 
Session("MM_UserAuthorization") 
CStr(MM_rsUser.Fields.Item(MM_fldUserAuthorization .Yalu ) 
lse 
Session("MM_UserAuthorization") = "" 
nd If 
if Str(Requesl. uery tring("accessd nied" <> "" nd fat Then 
MM_redirectLogin uccess =Request.Query tring("acc ssdenied") 
ndlf 
MM_rsUscr. lose 
Response. Redirect(MM _redirectLogi n uccess) 
End If' 
MM_rs er. lose 
Rcsponsc.R xlircct MM rcdircctLoginFailed 
End If 
% 
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Search Result Module 
The search result code is for single search parameter. 
<%@LANG UAG ="VBSCRIPT"o/o> 
<!--#include file="Connections/connCustomer.asp" --> 
<% 
Dim rsProduct_ Catalog_MMColParam 
rsProduct_ Catalog_ MMColParam = "1" 
if (Request.QueryString("Category") <> "") then rsProduct_Catalog_MMColParam = 
Request. QueryString("Category") 
%> 
<% 
set rs Product_ Catalog= Server. CreateObject(" ADODB.Recordset") 
rsProduct_ Catalog.ActiveConnection =MM_ connCustomer _STRING 
rsProduct_Catalog.Source = "SELECT Product No, Product Name, Producttype, 
Category, Description, Photo_URL, Photo_URL2, Price FROM Products WHERE 
Category="'+ Replace(rsProduct_Catalog_MMColParam "". """) + '" ORDER BY 
Product_type ASC" 
rsProduct_ Catalog. CursorType = 0 
rsProduct_ Catalog.CursorLocation = 2 
rsProduct_ Catalog. LockType = 3 
rsProduct_ Catalog. Open() 
rsProduct_ Catalog_ numRows = 0 
%> 
Password Lookup Module 
To retrieve the registered user password, a correct combinati n of it of irth an 
username must enter. This password lookup is a earch fun ti n. 
<%@LANGUAG ="VB RrPT"%> 
<!--#include file=" onnections/conn ust m r.a p" --> 
<% 
Dim rs ookup_str ustomerl 
rs ookup_str ustomerlD = "qwe321 hhj" 
if (Request.Form("ttUsemame") <> '"' then rsLookup_strCustomerID = 
Requcst.l•orm(''tfUscrmunc" 
%> 
<% 
irn r I oo up str 'ity or birth 
rsl 0() up •tr ity of birth "xyz32 I c a" 
if r quo t.l•onn "ti 'it ofbirth" lfll then of birth ~~~~_.;...;__;.;.""'-....;;..;.;;~;J-.::.;:;....=;,:;::_~~ = 
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Request.Form("tfCityofbirth'') 
%> 
<% 
set rsLookup = Scrvcr.Crea.teObject("AIJODB.Recordset") 
rsLookup.ActiveConnection = MM_connC ustomer_STRING 
rsLookup.Source = "SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Customerlfr=" + 
Replace(rsLookup_strCustomerID, ''"', """) + "' AND City_of_birth="' + 
Replace( rsLookup_strCity _of_ birth, 11111, "•"') + 11"' 
rsLookup.CursorType = 0 
rsLookup.CursorLocation = 2 
rsLookup.LockType = 3 
rsLookup. Open() 
rsLookup_numRows = 0 %> 
Spotlight Item 
The spotlight Item code will randomly djsplay a product every time the default.asp is 
refreshed. 
<%@LANGUAG =11VBSCRIPT11%> 
<% 
Dim rsRandom _ Spotlight_MMColParam 
rsRandom _ Spotlight_MMColParam == " I" 
if (Request.Queryxtringt'Spotlight'') <> "")then rsRandom_ potlight_MM olPumm 
Request.QueryString("Spotlight") 
%> 
<%set rsRandom_Spotlight = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Record et") 
rsRandom_Spotlight.ActiveConnection = MM_conn ustomer_ TRIN 
rsRandom_Spotlight.Source = "S LEC Pr duct N , Pr du t_Nam Photo_ RL, 
Photo_URL2, Price FROM Product WHER potlight = 11 
Replace(rsRandom_Spotl.ight_.MM olParam, '1111, 111111) + 1111 
rsRandom_Spotlight.CursorType = 3 
rsRandom_Spotlight. ursor ocation =2 
rsRandom_Spotlight.LockType = 3 
r Random Sp tlight. pen( 
rsRandom_ potlight_numRows = 
%> 
% Randomize 
rsfcandorn Spotlight.Move lnt(Rnd • Cint(r Random_Spotlight.RecordCount)) 
rslcandom Spotli iht, pdut '% · 
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6.4) DEBUGGING 
Debugging is necessary when an error is encountered. One of the most common errors 
encountered while developing a web page includes the requested page couldn't be 
displayed. Usua11y, the program is debugged from within Macromedia Ultradev with it's 
standard features like live data. Ultradev can handle VBScript and JavaScript code and 
can be launched on a just-in-time basis when errors occur in page loaded into Internet 
Explorer. Error message displayed by the browser every time an error occurred and it 
also provides important information during the debugging process. The figure below 
showed the error encountered during debugging. 
Qj liJ 
, , rd Stop Home 1 Search Favor~es History 
LA _J 
Edit Dilcuu 
http: //loctllhostN _ ruz.loclmW !ldmin_ IJdd...ploductasp 
Microsoft OLE DB Provider for ODBC Drivers error '8CXlU005' 
(Microsoftl[ODBC Microsoft Access Driver] Field 'Products.Product_Name' cannot be a zero-length string. 
N_nuz/admin/admin_add_product.asp, line 111 
~igure 6.4: rr r during debugging 
6.5) ON LU ION 
From the explanation given in this chapter, it can e ummarized that the coding phase is 
one of the complicated and time consuming pha ·e in the pr ce s of developing the V- 
Nuz.com I lcalth & Beauty sy ucm, 
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CHAPTER 7: SYSTEM TESTING 
7.0) INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of testing is to uncover different types of errors that exist while 
executing the system. System testing is a critical element of software quality assurance 
and represents the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. However, testing 
cannot show the absence of defects, it can only show that software defects are present. A 
testing strategy is a general approach to the testing process rather than a method of 
delivering particular system or component test. This process involves careful 
examination of all the design specifications and coding process that has been performed 
along the system development process. 
Testing is also performed to ensure that all the modules developed are err r free. ually 
testing is performed using sample data and logic that are u ed in c ding. Therefor a 
systematical test procedure is needed to ensure that the y tern i test d th r ughl . 
7.1) TYPES OF FAULT 
every system contains simple fault and compli red fault. When simpl fault does not 
exist system will be tested for segregating many faults by creating options where the 
system will function as desired. That is why it is important to know what kind of errors 
need to be identified. Fault or mistake can be divid d into three types: 
1.:.1 Al zorithrnic foults 
t:J 'yntu fault 
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o Documentation faults 
7.1.1) Algorithmic faults 
Algorithmic faults occur when the algorithmic components or logic components is not 
producing the desired output for the input given. This happens because of a mistake that 
occurs during processing steps. This type of mistake is quite easy to be identified just by 
looking at the coding or by sending an input data to every different data class. The types 
of mistake are as follows: 
o Testing for the wrong condition 
o Forget to declare variables or different loop 
o Forget to test for certain condition such as an integer divided by zero 
o The use of out of range variables such as u ing local variable at other 
functions. 
7.1.2) Syntax Faults 
Syntax faults can be checked during an algorithmic fault c urrenc . Thi' will iausc 
inaccuracy in writing the code of the programming language. When a program i 
running, incase there are any syntax errors it will b id ntifi d and the 1 ation and type 
of errors will be stated. 
7.1.3) Docum •nh•tion Faults 
ocumcntation process of a sy tern is not an ea y task. It usually contains spelling 
mistake inn icurate term and incorrect guide that might lead to instruction's 
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misunderstanding by readers. Documentation is very crucial to ensure that the system 
that is developed can be modify accordingly in the future for organization needs. 
7.2) SYSTEM TESTING 
System testing is ideally performed by developers using an environment similar to the 
production environment. This testing ensures that the system meets externally 
observable requirements including: 
• Functional requirements, for example, "The system shall allow users to view 
their requested result or output." 
• Derived requirements such as performance, robustness, and scalability. 
• Usability requirements. 
[ Bennett, C., 2001 ] 
The main intention of the testing process is to evaluate how much fault ian b reduced 
in the program or in the module itself. The correction proce s n d monstration i · 
against the meaning of testing. Testing is performed on the program to demon strute 
existing fault. Since the main objective of te ting is di f fault nil the fault that 
might lead to failures during actual system usage will be eliminate to ensure successful 
testing result. Fault identification is a pr ces to determin fault or the cause of it, while 
fault correction is a process to make changes to eliminate fault. 
rive main tests have been conducted on V-Nuz.com commerce system, to ensure the 
yst rn works os n whole. The testing stages arc: - 
1. nit Test 
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n. Integration Test 
111. Functional Test 
rv. Performance Test 
v. Acceptance Test 
Testing sequence is as shown in Figure 7.1. Test performed on V-Nuz.com is a bottom- 
up testing technique that is starting the test from the smallest unit until the system is 
entirely tested including the installation of the system. 
Unit Test 8Y•tem 
bll Ulld 
Unit T88t i----. 
Unit Test 1-- ........ 
• blteuratJon Test FlllCtlooal T Bit Perfil'llalce Tat 
• 
•1..------. 
Figure 7.1: Testing Steps 
7.2.1) Unit Testing 
Unit testing involves testing on mailer unit called m dule that i fo u ed on logic, 
accuracy, condition boundaries and error management. In details, it ensures the flow of 
accurate informati n that i. all the unit ar able tor ei e input entered and produce the 
output as expected. 
V-Nuz online system contain a few module that perform specific function and in each 
of the modules contains some ub function r a tion c mmand. Therefore, unit testing is 
conducted on wery sub-function and finally on the m dule i .elf 
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The following aspects are considered, in unit testing: 
J) Interface- tested to ensure that information properly flows in and out of the 
program unit. The entire interface in V-Nuz.com web page had been tested 
thoroughly to make sure that data can be passed from the previous to the next 
page. For example, when adding a new product in the administrative site 
menu. To check whether the following product added stored in the V-Nuz 
database, the search function is use to retrieve the following data about that 
specific product by typing the product number or the product category. 
2) Local data structure- examined to ensure that data stored temporarily 
maintains its integrity during all steps in the algorithm execution 
3) Boundary condition- tested to ensure that the modules operate prop rly at 
boundaries established to limit or restrict processing. 
4) Lndependent path- to check whether the routine for all the error handling 
works properly as directed or set. For example, the develop r ha add d a 
function to ensure that the user fills up ev ry needed field before they 
proceed to the following page. The program is te ted on the err r handling y 
entering data with some field is left empt . he m sag' b x prompted out 
indicates that the error handling works properly. 
esides that, boundary conditions must be executed correctly according to the status that 
has been set so that one pathway can be transferred to another pathway incase needed. 
ther than that, it test every error management pathway to ensure whether the process 
will continue or it will be transferred to another pathway when an error occurs. For 
example, for the now u er registration m · dule, when information ab ut er is entered in 
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the registration form, the form will be validated and the data will be store in the 
Customers table. The database of the module will then be checked whether all the data 
entered through the form are successfully recorded in the database. If all the data entered 
through the interface are available in the database that means that the unit created for 
that module is successful. 
7.2.2) Integration Testing 
It is a process that validates the system components so that it can work along together as 
described in the program design specification and system. It focused on testing one or 
more module that has been integrated. An example of the integration test performed is 
an integration test was done on several integrated modules such as the search module 
and the detail page module that has been integrated. Relevant data are entered in the 
module according to the specification specified and then the databa e or the c m du! ·, 
will be examined to ensure that the flow of data from one module t the other module i 
accurate. Integration test is also done to determine wh ther the integration "ff ·ct ha a 
negative effect on the performance of each module. 
In performing the inte&rration test for this project bottom-up integration test strategy has 
been used. In this strategy, every comp nent that exists at the lowest level in the system 
hierarchy will be tested individually. The n xt components that will be tested are 
components that will call the tested components in order to function. This type of 
approach is used until all f the component inv 1 ed in the system are tested. 
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7.2.3) Function Testing 
After the information sent between the components is accurate or according to the 
design specifications, system is tested to ensure it fulfills the functions required for the 
system. Function testing evaluates the system to determine whether the function 
described by the requirements specifications can really be presented by the system that 
has been integrated. 
Test conducted on the Login Function 
The two functional requirements of the login system is to allow system administrator 
and authorize user to login into the system. 
Tests conducted on this function with a valid data showed that all the functional 
requirements are satisfied. Tests conducted on this function with invalid data reveal 
several errors. The developer than modi tied the system to handle these errors. 
Description of Errors 
lo Invalid username and Refuse to verify user. 
ass word. 
Invalid administrator ID Refuse to verify user 
and assword. 
lo 
System Action 
Test Conducted on New User Registration Function 
These functions were tested by using invalid data format and leaving some or one of the 
field blank. An cxi 'ling uscrname was use to test the usemarne taken function. 
escription of 1rrors ystem Action Feedback to User/ Error Messa e 
All required fluid must be Rcfu •e to submit the form Please fill in all the 
li1l. ..1----------,J_;;_.re;.;;iL;;;.u=.ire.;;.;d::...· :.:.fie::. l =.d..::be.:::D~o~re::__ _ _i 
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submitting the form. 
Wrong format inserted in Prompt window message. The following error 
the specific field. occurred. tfEmail must 
( e.g: Email) contain an email address. 
U sername taken Redirect to Usemame selected has been 
usemame _taken.asp page taken. Choose different 
usemame. 
Table 7.2: Description of Errors (User Registration Function) 
Test conducted on the search capabilities 
Test conducted by entering a wrong product number in the search form. 
Description of Errors System Action Feedback to User/ Error 
Message 
No product number m Submit the search form No data extracted from the 
database match the entered V-Nuz database. 
value. 
Table 7.3:Descri tion of Error Search Function p ( ) 
Test conducted on the search password 
The function was tested by using data that didn t matched. 
Description of Errors 
for 
System Action 
Username and city of birth Submit the search passw rd The 
don't match form. heck u ernarne and 
city f birth. 
7.2.4) Performance Tc ting 
Tc •ting is performed during sy tern run-time to e aluate the system performance 
cntir ·ly. This include, the aspect f re ponse time, system accuracy and amount of 
memory used. 
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7.2.5) Acceptance Testing 
The developer have designed the test cases and administered all tests herself. The 
purpose of acceptance testing is to enable the users to test the V-Nuz system and 
determine whether the system meets their expectations and requirement. 
The testing involved 10 users were conducted to acquire the users opinion on the V-Nuz 
system. After the testing, questionnaires were distributed among testers. The 
questionnaires are distributed to evaluate the V-Nuz system on the performance, the 
functionality and the usability of the system. Basically, the evaluation came up with 
positive reviews. Please refer to appendix A for the questionnaire. 
Some pages and function have been added and improved base on the u er comment 
after they had test the system. 
-More article on health & beauty are added. 
-When submitting a form the system will prompt a message to confirm the action. 
-An advanced search capabilities is added, so that u er can broaden the earch b 
reducing the number of restrictions user has ent r d. 
-a scrollable JavaScript navigation bar is added . 
Analysis on the focdback provided by user . 
In question I touched on the ease of understanding the information provided in the 
system, 8 users are satisfied and an wered Y while 2 users said No and find that the 
information not adcquat • enough for them. r the system usability all of the user 
an wcrcd Yes. 
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For question 3, 6 users agreed that the system response time is fast, while 3 users said it 
is acceptable and 1 user thinks it is slow. For the next question, 7 users face no problem 
navigating throughout the web site. However 3 testers were annoyed when they tested 
some pages that force them to scroll all the way up after navigating pages that contains a 
lot of information. 
The following question stressed on the quality of the presentation for the information 
was good, were 3 users strongly agreed, followed by 4 users that totally agreed, 1 user 
neither agree nor disagree and 2 users disagree, 
Question 7 pointed on the web browser interface. 4 users think that it is very good 
followed by 4 users that rated it as good and 1 user rated it as fair. The next que tion 
requires the users to rate the V-Nuz.com web site. 2 found it to be v ry good followed 
by 5 users rated it as good and 3 users think that the web site pre entati n i fair. 
An informal interview was conducted after the testing, the users are mo ti impressed 
with the professional look of the web site with it wi e hoi e f tor v er it how d 
the identity of a women's site. They also find that the information and the product 
catalog are attractive and interesting. How v r, they would prefer more information on 
women's health to be added to the V-Nuz. om web site. 
For future enhancement, most testers ugge ted a quiz on relationship, health, beauty 
and etc. B ·•id ·s lha.t, they think adding a chat function will make the web site more 
int 'resting. 
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7.3. SYSTEM TESTING TECHNIQUE 
Techniques used for testing depends on the testing level that has been set. At unit testing 
level, white box technique has been used to determine errors as shown in Figure 6.2. 
Code Segment 
in module 
Yes Correction and 
Regression Test 
Testing 
Process 
No 
Code segment 
in a module that 
i1' Armr frAA 
Yes 
No 
Figure 7.2 : Unit Testing Scheme 
7.4. SUMMARY 
With the entire test that has been earn d out, rror in the system are identified and 
removed. Although errors have been removed, this does not mean that the system is 
error free, but at least it minimized the ri k of system failure. The system should be 
tested thoroughly to ensure it reliability, its efficiency and its usability. It is very 
important that the u er can understand and easily navigate throughout the V-Nuz.com 
wel site. 
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CHAPTER 8:SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
8.0) INTRODUCTION 
The best way to develop a system is to involved system evaluation phase in the system 
development life cycle. This is the phase where a developer can analyze how successful 
the system that had been developed has reached its objective. Usually the developer will 
receive responses from users to evaluate a system. 
The development of an E-Commerce web site usmg Macromedia Dreamweaver 
Ultradev 4.0 was challenging. A lot of continuous research and learning need to be done 
in order to grasp and exploit the real power behind Ultradev. Under tanding it' 
environment is vital to the overall success of the site development. The following 
section provides an insight of the problems, strengths, limitation and future 
enhancement. 
8.1) OVERALL SYSTEM REVIEW 
After further analysis, the developer has added 
Nuz.corn On-Line System. The functions added to the V-Nuz.com ar : 
enhan e th V- 
8. l.1) potli rht Item 
The sp tlight item can be view in the default page of V-Nuz.com. It will randomly 
display all the items highlighted as spotlight in the V-Nuz database. So every time went 
the d .fault pa re is refreshed, a new product will be di play under the Spotlight Item 
column. It's a marketing strategy to continually offer new and fresh material to the 
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visitors. Returning customers would always have the opportunity to see what is now 
being offered by V-Nuz.com. 
8.1.2) Password Lookup System 
This is a method for looking up password. It requires the entering of the visitor's 
username and their city of birth. This system is considered a simple search. In order to 
be effective and provide the required security, certain restrictions have to be placed on 
the form being submitted that are: 
• All fields must be completed before the form can be submitted. 
• Each data submitted via the form must match the information stored in the 
database. 
8.1.2) Admistrative Site 
The administration function is enhance by including an Adrninistrati e ite , here a 
search function is inserted. Administrator can do update, edit and delete the product 
stored in the database on-line without having the hassle to edit the data dir ·t in the 
database table. 
8.2) PaOBLEM EN OUNTERED & OLUTION 
/\s this project has lo be done within a short spasm of time and a lot of technical issues 
need lo be resolved a number f problem were encountered throughout the 
development of thi sy 'tern. Solutions have een ought during testing. Encountering 
with th sc problems has been proven to be a valuable learning experience. 
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8.2.1) Lack of Abilities 
Starting the project without prior knowledge of ASP, VBScript and JavaScript cause a 
lot of uncertainty in the coding. Lack of ability in Microsoft Access 2000 had caused 
some problems at the beginning of the project because the database is the foundation of 
this system. 
It takes quite a long time for the developer to master all the skills needed because the 
developer has to start from the very basic. References from books and online 
information do help a lot in order to grasp these languages and developing the database. 
8.2.2) lnsufficient reference material 
At the beginning of the project, the developer had insufficient reference material t 
develop the system. Reference material at the market is old at a ery high price and the 
reference material in the library is limited and most of it is outdated. 
The developer manage to overcome the problem by taking e era! alternati , su h ti' 
borrowing reference books from friends b ide ha ing t bu om· b ok that are 
appropriate in developing the system. The Tntem t al pr id r le ant information 
regarding the system that is being developed. The developer also joins discussion forums 
in the Internet regarding e-commerce to obtain extra knowledge regarding the 
programming languages and other information related to the Health & Beauty System. 
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8.2.3) Difficulties in determining the scope of the system 
It is impossible to build a full-scale complete system within the short time frame. Not all 
the ordering aJtematives are put into the system. The results of studying on the existing 
system have given an outlook of the system scope. 
8.2.4) Difficulty in designing the layout 
One of the major obstacles encountered in developing the system is choosing a common 
theme for the layout of the on-line system. Designing the interface of the system proved 
to be a daunting task, as it needs a lot of creativity. As the subject of V-Nuz.com system 
involve Health & Beauty product, the web pages need to look professional, uniform and 
at the same time interesting enough to attract recurrent users. Furthermore, the interface 
must provide easy navigation so that the user does not get lost. 
To solve the problems, the developer surf through the Internet to obtain idea fr mother 
related web sites. Besides that, opinion from friends help the de elop r to impro cd th 
interface so that the V-Nuz.com site will have its on identity. 
8.3) SY TEM TRENGTH 
8.3. l) User Friendly and Easy to Use Interface 
The def ault layout of the web ite ha b en customized to provide easier navigation. The 
main strength is using template. A t p na igation bar form Dynamic Drive free 
Javaxcript w · i11 ierted to the template. 1 he navigati n bar will always be on top of the 
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browser window even though the user scrolls until the bottom of the page. Drop down 
list and swapping buttons are added to better enhance the usability of the site. 
8.3.2) Identification and Authentication 
In order to gain access to the administrative site, administrator are required to login 
using an authorized ID. For the client-side, only registered member can purchase the 
Health & Beauty product, were they must login before continuing with the purchasing 
transaction in the shopping cart. 
8.3.3) Resolution dependent 
Each and every web page in the V-Nuz.com site used a single table that provide the 
web pages with left and right margin. The table is set to expand to fill the browser screen 
vertically for every resolution. So the web pages in V-Nuz.com can be viewed u ing any 
resolution. 
8.3.4) System Transparency 
System transparency refers to the condition where the users do not n ed t k 1 v \) h "re 
the database resides, how is the system structure, its Database Management stem and 
anything related to the system built. Users are just requir d to know how to 
communicate with the user interface. 
8.3.5) earch a1u1bilitics 
'I here nro two typc;s or carch capabilities pr vidcd in the V-Nuz.com web site. First, is 
the inglo parameter search where it query the databa ·c u ing a single piece f data. It is 
I 0 
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built into a link inside the top navigation bar. Next, is the advanced search capabilities 
where it offer the user to shape their results by providing a wide variety of search 
options and allowing user to choose which criteria they wish to search by. 
8.4) SYSTEM LIMITATION 
Due to time and resources constraints, the site is not fully developed in all aspects. There 
are some limitations exist in the site. These includes: 
8.4.1) Vulnerability to hacking 
The system is not protected by Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and is very vulnerable to 
hacking. Therefore the security of the site is compromised. 
8.4.2) Lack of information provided 
Most of the basic and daily information on Health & Beauty is provided in the article 
module. So user will only have a general idea about women's health and ome ti on 
beauty. 
8.4.3) No print-out function 
Does not provide a printout function to gene rat any printed report for administrator and 
to print the Health & Beauty article module. even though the above-mentioned 
functionality is out or the cope, it is an advantage t enhance the system. 
IOI 
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8.4.4) Search Article 
The entire Health & Beauty information web page is just a static page. There is no 
search function for the article module. User can only view the web pages using the links 
provided in the top navigation menu. 
8.5) FUTURE ,ENHANCEMENT 
Nothing is perfect. No doubt this system contains some omissions and inaccuracies. 
Despite its future, the application can be further improved and enhanced to include more 
features and functions. 
8.5.1) Enhancement of the Article Module 
More information can be added to the article module concerning women s health and 
beauty. A search engine can then be provided to allow users to search for the r quired 
information. 
8.5.2) Print-out Function 
Provide a print-out function for report generation and information on the article m dule. 
8.5.3) Quiz ite 
Adding e-learning application by developing a simple interactive quiz element. This will 
surely enhance the web site functionality 
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8.6) CONCLUSION 
In summary, the system has been successfully developed, achieving the earlier proposed 
scope and objective. The whole project can be considered as challenging and fruitful 
endeavor. Self-studies and researches done during the development contribute a lot in 
acquiring new knowledge and skills, literature review on tools, system architecture and 
securities inadvertently provides invaluable knowledge regarding current trends in the IT 
industry. 
Although not much of coding is performed and just merely customization of codes, still 
it does provide an insight of what is meant by a good structured and modular 
programming codes. Ultradev, which form the foundation for the development of the 
system, provides a picture of how well written codes were done. This kind of expo ure 
would be useful for any future system development. 
Furthermore, the setting up process of hardware and software off r a great deal of 
opportunities in acquiring and exploring new technologies. The installation, etting and 
configuration of the software were tedious and pain sticking task due t in ufficient 
knowledge on these software. 
In short, what have been learned and experienced during the de e1opment of this system 
will be user ul and applicable for future endeavors. 
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APPENDIX A: USER'S SYSTEM EVALUATION 
1. Ts the information provided in the V-Nuz.com web site easy to understand? 
a Yes 
o No 
2. Ts the system easy-to-use (usability ) ? 
o Yes 
u No 
3. Is the system response time acceptable? 
o Fast 
o Acceptable 
o Not so fast 
4. It was easy to navigate through the Web site. 
o Yes 
o No 
5. The quality of the overaJJ presentation of the information was good. 
o strongly agree 
o agree 
o neither agree or disagree 
o disagree 
o strongly disagree 
6. How would you describe the quality of the overall Web brow er interface 
features? 
o very good 
o good 
u fair 
o poor 
o very poor 
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7. How would you rate the Web site overall? 
o very good 
o good 
c fair 
o poor 
o very poor 
8. Give any suggestions or opinions to enhance the system requirements/needs. 
Thank you for your time! 
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APPENDIX B: USER MANUAL 
1.0) lNTRODUCTION 
V-Nuz.com is an on-line system developed primarily to disseminate and create 
awareness on women's health generally. Besides that, it also promotes and sells 
women's personal product. This women's site also provides beauty advice and tips 
generally on beauty care. 
2.0) ABOUT TIDS MANUAL 
This user manual gives the users step-by-step guide through the online system from 
setting up to using the core function. 
3.0) GETTlNG STAl~TED 
This section will disscus the following: 
3.1) Minimum Requirements 
The minimal requirements to run V-Nuz system is listed below: - 
Hardware Requirements: 
• 300 MHz Pentium or faster processor 
• 64 MB of RAM ( 128 MB recommended) 
• 0 M hard di k space 
• Keyboard 
• Mouse o any pointing device 
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Software Requirements: 
• Windows 95/98/2000/NT 
• Web Server 
• Web Browser 
PWS or IIS must be installed on the user computer to view the V-Nuz.com ASP. For 
this system PWS is recommended. 
4.0) Deploying the V-Nuz H&B system 
1) [nsert the V.Nuz.com CD inside the CD drive. 
2) Copy the V-Nuz folder to the Web server root folder. 
3) Start the web server. 
5.0) Establishing an ODBC Data Source for V-Nuz Database 
1) Open the Windows "Control Panel". In Windows 95, 98 NT or 2000 thi 
can· be done by choosing "Start >Settings > 
Figure 1. 
@l .f:rograms 
W F~vorites • 
(:) Q.ocuments • 
ontrol Panel", 
[ind 
tfelp 
fJ B.un ... 
,~ .[..og Off Gordon ... 
'!JI Sh}Jt Down .. 
fnnters 
Iaskbar t. Start Menv. .. 
£older Options ... 
e:J Active Desktop 
·igurc 1 
2 
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2) Double click on the "ODBC Data Sources" icon. It will be marked ODBC or 
32bit ODBC (Figure 2) 
~ ~ ~ 
Find Fast Fonts Game Internet 
Controllers Options 
~ SA ~ ~ .... e e £.\ 
MS DTC Multimedia Network ODBCData 
Sources (32bit) 
~~ ~ ~ (P - J23 v, 
Sounds System Telephony Users 
Figure 2 
3) For Windows 2000, user will have open "Administrative Tools > Data 
Sources". The "ODBC Data Source Administrator" box will open (Figure 3) 
4) fn the "ODBC Data Source Administrator" box, click the " y tem N" 
tab. A list of DSN's currently installed on your PC will be display. (Figure 4) Un
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Usel' 'DSN I S~·~teM OSW I Pile DS N 1 Ori"as I l racing 1 Ccnnecfion P~ l About 1 
.U!!ct t)l')llll $(l1l1~a!i! 
01lv~ 
Mr osou dBa~e 01 ve1 ('.dbt) 
ti· oft dBose VF P D 1 rve1 ('. dl.11) 
.~ietoJofl El<);)ol Driver l".xh) 
M1 l'.lfl Ft>-,P WP On 1 [, hf) 
M101csofl Access Driver (" mcfnl 
iaosof.l \li~l.1-'.ll FoxPro D 1ivei 
M1 ct~ofl Visual FoKPro D 1i\1-e1 
1 , N me 
l.!B ese fi!os · \•l 1d 
. E Hcol Filoc 
J:.'q~?r Flle~-W "d 
· M .o. cess Dal base 
l/isu F (llo;r1 Dotti o,;c 
ViDu F~Pro Table~ 
!;;onligum ... 
r 
.j©J 
t 
An Cl D Q1C U $el d ta sou1(;tl<I tit res "11c»marlion about how lo conneo1 to 
tl'le 'ndicated d~lt pro\lider. A U.ter data ~o()lce it Qf'l'l,l ~le 10 .v-ou, 
and 011m 01111 be ,od on the ounont machine 
OK Conccl Holp j 
J 
Figure 3 
l 
I 
5) Choose the System DSN tab from the ODBC Data Source Administrator 
dialog box, shown in Figure 4, and click the Add button. 
f;l ODBC D ala Souu:e Administ1alo1 ·111·?::.:i.::2'\ 
U e1 DSN Sy,tern OSN I File DSN I Driven I 1 r~ing I Connection Poofng I Ah!M } 
S,ystem 0 ala Sourc~; A!)t .. 
Name 
river(' rnabl 
Micro.son CC.!l'S rivet ('.rnd>I 
Micr~oh ccese Driver (" rod>) 
M1c1 ol Ac is rwer l" mcbl 
Mlcrosor Access riv r I' moo) 
Micr~ofl Accese river ('.md>I 
, Compa~r1avel 
gord~ 
• rnywmc 
rartl 
phoiooata 
1>iotost 
tonfi ure. 
~l ooec Sy t m cflla $0UIC8 tlores info1m6 Ion about how to connect to 
!he tndClllM dal p1ovid r. A Sy 11rt1 data «JUICO IS whit) to 31 wcr' 
on hrs machin • 11cluding NT services. 
·1 uro4 
6) Select the Microsoft Access driver and click •inish. ( ·igure 5) 
? x 
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~'iecl a tlri~'er for ~'tiieh yo~v.•ant to tel up" data so1<rce.. 
1 Nam&c ·ve~ 
4(103111.08 
, ... 
I 
7) In the ODBC Microsoft Access Setup dialog box, shown in Figure 6 , type 
4003711.06 
5.00.S428.0l} 
· Mic' ofl d[I ese l)r" er I" c!Dll 
Mia~ol'! dSose VFP !) iver l".dbl) 
Mici<»ofl E1t-ca101,ve1 {'.«I&) 
Mier . ofi F o:<f:\10 \IFP Dnver (•. dbf) 
Mrcra~on u Dtn: i(ir .i;;ol;! 
M:C'f 'Ofl ParddC-.'< Orl~·er (' ob l 
Miu on Y ~~ D1i~ei (~.M; ".c.sv) 
Miuooon Visucl F cxt:>ro Drivor 
c:n' "\.o ~'°' 
4 
I 
I 
-4.00.37n.os 1 
S 00 Bil 2S.OO I 
2 733/ll 00 I 
400371to8 I 
4. G0.3711.0& 
6.00.S-128.00 j:J 
~ 70~?'.l ... • 
'I 
Figure 5 
V nuzdb in the Data Source Name field. 
Camel 
Data Source f! eme; jv _ nuzdb --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
: .Qescription; 
Database 
Database: 
~elect. .. .Create ... 
System Database 
r. Non§ 
r Dal6base: 
flepair. .. Compact... 
l 
I 
Figure 
OK I I 
Cancel j 
J::ielp j 
? x 
8 In the Database panel f the 0 Micro oft Access etup dialog box, 
click the . elect button. 
8dvanced ... J 
!}ptions>> 
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9) Navigate to the C:\TnetPub\wwwroot\V_nuz\database\V-nuz.mdb file and 
click OK.(Figure 7) 
Select Database · ,.'.}(:·_, 
... >\,i.~ x 
OK I 
Cancel j 
1:1.elp I 
r flead Only 
~ 
r f,xclusive 
Database N~me 
jv-nuz.mdb 
Qirectories: 
c: \. .. \ v _ nuz\dlltabase 
Sales Database.mdb IC> c:\ 
!2} lnetpub 
IC> wwwroot 
IC> V_nuz 
~database 
List Files of Tupe: Dri_yes: 
!Access Databases (".flll i] , ... li§J--c:_Wl_N_D_O_W_S_9_8_::J.., 
Figure 7 
10) Click the Options button located in the lower-right comer of the OPB 
Microsoft Access Setup dialog box. In the Page Timeout field type 500 
0 Data Source Name: Iv _nuzdb 
~ .Q escription: 
: f Database 
: Database: C:\ ... \wwwroot\V _n~z\~tabose.\V·nuz.mdb 
~ ~elect... j ,Create... I flepair... j Co.a:ipact ... 
• 
ti~ I 
8dvncd I! 
• Sy$lem Database 
r. Non-'! 
· r D ! base: 
Driv r 
F.JS lu iv 
l5ooO 
I R d On!)I 
jiufl r Size 12048 
Fi ure 8 
6 
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11) Click OK to close the ODBC Microsoft Access Setup dialog box. 
12) As shown in Figure: 9, the ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog box 
now shows a data source for V_ nuzdb . 
• 1! ODBC Data Source Administrator · .··::~--~-- 
User DSN System DSN I File DSN I Drivets j Tracing I Connection Pooling I About l 
,System Data Sources: 
AQd .. Driver Name 
Microsoft Access Driver ('.mdb) 
Microsoft Access Driver (".mdb) 
Microsoft Access Driver ('.rndb) 
Microsoft Access Driver (".mdb) 
B.emove Compass Travel 
dsS ales_Database 
V_nuzdb ,Configure ... 
An ODBC System data source stores information about how to connect to 
the indicated data provider. A System data source is visible to all users 
on this machine, including NT services. 
OK Cancel _p 
Figure 9 
H Ip 
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6.0) Navigating the V-Nuz.com Web Site 
1) Open your browser. Jn the address bar, type http://localhost/V nuzJdefault.asp 
or just click the link. Now u can view the Y-Nuz.com default page.(Figure 6.1) 
Top Navigation Bar 
'9 V Nuz com llotlllh t Uo.-uJly Web11to M.11nJllHlO • M1c1osnll lntcrnet l:.wrl01c1 • 
I flo f;6t 'Y.""' F••<llltl loci• l!.,q, 
I (, r .. ~ ~ I ~ w P f ' d Stop R;r,-ooh Homo StlOlali Fa'IOli<1o 
I Ajjdro" {!] htlp://looa"°'IN_1.a/TMP1~01c.esp 
You're ready for wodt or a nipt out when 1uddno).y 
disaster strikes - you pop a bu«~m or nid( yourself 
shavin&. Don't panic. It's beauty conrulta.nt Dione 
Irot11 to the rucuol - a best>sellina author and 
former model - lsn'tfastur than a spoedina bullet, 
nor can she leap tnll buildin11 in sina;le bounds. What 
lhls superwoman CJm do is resolve buuly 
eme111encles in a matter of nlo1nl!n1S. 
>0 ck re To Roa Moro 
l'r•11,for111 IT<>1ll dowdy working i!JI to I 
r••'i>hlt11! hot d•t" this ValE'ntlnt' Day lu 
[uvt 111111111<'•· W<' 'how you how .... 
# Quickly remove old eye makt-up from ltd• aod 
undereya area wrlh 1 cla nelng wipe Bto1 exceH 
.11 ••. 1 •• , ,,, ,..1 •I. ------ 
IID ''"'""""···· 
Left Navigation Bar Figure 6.1 
x 
2) To navigate the web site, use the left navigation bar or th top navigation bar. 
Left navigation bar provide links to Home, Administrative Site, Search catalog, 
New user Registration, login and search password. Top navigation bar links to 
related health & beauty article and pr duct catalog. 
8 
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3) To view the product catalog, just move your mouse over the top navigation bar, 
and choose the product from the link. This is illustrated in the figure 6.2. 
r. V-Nuz.com Health & Beauty 'Website- M 
[ile .Edit Yiew F svorites I ools H el1 
~ ... ~ 
Back Fon· H.iid Stop Hefresh 
j A.Qdress j@J http://localhostN _nuz/default.asp 
You're ready forwvrl< or a ni&J.•t o 
disaster strikes - you pop a button or nitkyoun~ 
shavina. Don't panic. It's beauty consultant Diane 
Irons to the rescue! - a best>sellina author and 
former model- ilJ>'t faster then a speedina bullet, 
nor can sho leap tall builifin&s in sinpe bounds. What 
dliJ superwoman can do is rerolYo beantr 
emeraendos in a mamir of moments. 
>Olclc Here To Read llore 
Trau form f'rom dowdy w<>rklni; !l"l to ~ 
rovl~hht)olhol d11t<· thb Val 11!111" D11y ha 
ju>l rni11ut<''· Wa <how you how .... 
#Quickly 1omove old eye moke-up from lid• and 
underoye area wilh a cleons1ng wipa Biol excess 
• I • '~ •·•••.~I. ·•• •'·• • • _.,.. 
Figure 6.2 
I Sp•::itlight Item ... Of the Day very time the default.asp is refreshed, the product under 
the Spotlight Item will randomJy change. 
BODYMJST 
API-filODISIAC By 
NA'l'LJRE' HLEMm rrs 
Only T<.1\ rH.5 
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6.1) Viewing Product Catalog 
l) Under Choose Product on the top navigation bar, click Bath & Beauty 
2) The Product Catalog for Bath & Beauty items will be display as shown in Figure 6.3: 
------~===-========--1!1~ ~. (do ~di ~""' f.tvi>ril'!' loo~ lJilll> .. 
ii B;. ''"~ 11 ' Slop R~;~ ~ I S~ch F~•• ~I 
J.l\d<h•nll!.1 Mp;/-oot1N.0Ullo"""°"'•.ut ... o?oo<--tlll- 3 ~Go 
1 Choo11tProduc1w ' ' " -, J Uonutv lip• I Allcrn11IMtle>11!11l 1 lrtnen 
Adft1lnOnl~ 
,l luroh C111t•log 
llgn"'lf' Now 
l.etgln 
Prod ucr N1> .. I T576S 
JlACKllll.liSH 
IHI I• I.) 
II rush 
r>rod11N No.:ll1>"6"' 
8ACKDR!ISH·MP$H SPONG& ON WQQP£N STOCK 
HMIJ.'N 
Prod11r1 No ·~lf'.t:!C)ll 
QATHGLOYES 
H~I 8 Qb 
'4!J o .... 
·-- 111 . 
J- .. 1,.,,,t-. .• 1-..1 ... I ... 1 • ._1~ ..,,1 ... l-..I 
Figure 6.3 
3) Click the product name link. This will display the detail page for the specific 
product as shown in the figure 6.4 below 
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·1 ~" ~"" :11"" ~.vo••• ll>Qll .1:to11> 
!11 ,:.. i:J 1.j .A ·1 ~ ti.I ~ I 
' ~.-.ofi, • ( llll' id ~IOj• n- Jh I~~ S~c:h F'"""~ Hiil.Ql)a ] 
iJ A,QIJr1»1 tJ hHr·//lor,/\lho•tN_ntlJ'/ptM.ir.LrWl\lb "'l'?l".itm..r.t...Nn-'H611'~1 
.. 
l 
I c:tHlOl'l.oPiod11c:t11rt I thmuty111)1' I Aflc-1nnt~HHHh I ftlnt'n 
c~""'"' 
substance 
Personal Ciro 
Product No.: ~':'r 7 ') 
Product Tyµc: Ovulation Nlt.: 
Nani.; l!ll l>lMllnl llnsl\l Tht11110111elt1 IJIRll••I UO\nl 
Tliermometf'r 
RM'/.~ 
Qnuntlty·fll ~u1'o0j)n 
Figure 6.4 
6.2) Advance Search Capabilities 
1) Click the search catalog link on the left side of the page. As hown in Figure: 
the catalog search will be display. 
2) Leave the form with its default settings and click the Search button. This will 
return every record in the database. 
11 
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iJ fk nd< !<""1 FA""'~ !tl<>lt Jloip 1111 
·I ,.., · ...;> • ~ ·~ ~ I ~ w ';j I r:)· ..J :_.;& 21 
i• B"'11< Pt>rW"d SI"!' A"'•sl• H<l'lfi . S- ~-•• H""'~ 114"'1 PnN £di °"""'1 
ill\d<l'ol1lil http://localhot1N • ...a/11"'°t\..Oo<"""eop 3 t>Go llW<• ~1 
I r.hOORoP1oduclt I HHutyllps I Allt1na1rwllo•tth I Hl:ntH 
search v-Nuz.corn Product Catalog 
Figure 6.5 
3) Click Back to return to the form. 
ti x 
4) Under Product Category, choose personal care. For Pric elect e s han 
RM10. Click the Search button. As shown in Figure 6.6, th re ult ha e been filtered 
and only Personal Care Items under RMlO are returned. 
5) Click the Product Name link to go to the detail page. 
12 
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,, fij 1;,111 l'~ ~.IV~•·• lo<>I• ~11P ' "' 
1:1 · '* .. ~ m . ~ ·1 ~ w G1 I 
I. a"k r '''·"'" s•oo R"'1..0 .t;, i s- fa\'t'i0< ~ 
!!l~~liJ ht1p·/~1IN_l"llit/110archiM1,.lMI\ 
substance 
Prodn<•t Nnmc •1 $yuune1'.!J::v.i:fin'"1ncW.,h,fupo-AllEJLmi eonm Normal .,r.ces] 7 1· ACS9s9 : SkinFomvupe Deodollllll Spm Stns!ll•• Slsio -· 
99 if. Summ. ,(iE;""sPeciii!C&e M. •di.coted Dou<beS••Cl!ll Cm Pmonal 
.j Mq,fbc_ated DoucheS es!_al_G.wc Medicated Douch! Cart ?.9 
I? N!!l!ic!ll'o Nish! Tun• fed Nnlrl!CW Njsh1 tm Pod N18h! ThM Pmonru 6_95 h2! Care 
f B.B2?39 f • b F!111h!lbl1 Mpl!cnr Tu1noon1 Flulh®lo AppkC0!9! Tuinpoot ·1- Penonol 11 l 
I 11 F.~A\llN" A~!Nbrnc.y Care I 4.95 
. ~B3747 iJ.QrlliUl!C Emnn!li'CniifiedOrP.;C (;;;;ji TmpOiii l!&~rlifl•dl Penonal l' i Orgaruc C1:'tt'i'n l'NUp)lll ,j Care I 5.75 
BT6769 DD Pigna! Basal Thermcrnerer Dw1.J llml Thermomrt• r~=al l 7.5 
n1 
Figure 6.6 
6.3) Shopping Cart Functionality 
J) In the Detail page, under the Quantity field type 2. Press the Add to art butt n. 
As shown in Figure: 6.7, the user shopping cart now r fleets th added it m 
2) In the Quantity field, type 1 and click the Updat Cart button. The pag 
automatically refreshes and one of the items is removed from th cart. 
3) Add a few more products to the shopping cart. 
4) ln the View Cart page, click the Checkout link. 
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V Nu7 com llenlth 1i Hr.1uly \llrlrntr- • M1r.1nsoH lof('mril I 1<1plor 
'I Eio tdit ~oey< Fbvo;io• lool• tl•P } ·~ .. . rn ~ I • (j l\..l· 
U •a~ •· f ol!'tn,!J • S1CI> Al!lroth Homo ] Soorcli Fo<olloo Hlt1oQ> 1 Miol 
if il,ddioil leJ h1lp:/lloc°""'tN_rWYiow_c0tt"'1l'lco10gJ)1)'"bal~O(b:LNooiT6167 
I tlinoH 1•1odur.t1 I t1cautv lip~ I Attl"rn•llVV lhmnh I 111ncn 
substance1 
b 
Thank you for Nlwppm6 wnh Y -Nuz «un' g,~low a IP 1111~ content ofvour curt 
PIPaNI' us» th11 huttous to 1U<111ag<'tl11• content of vour cmt 01 pl•)Ct>»d to the checkout page 
Itvou want tu r>'lll<.IY<' au item f10111 vour cart. snuplv set the quautrtv t« o and click th<> 
Update Cart button 
ftlgM1pNow 
\.ogln 
Forget PRlllWOtd7 
Ptodnct No. ua nutv Mtit§·M dM 
( 7,5 7.) 
17.95 17.95 
l~-45 1~ .. 15 
l"l.9'.) I .~') 
l BT61N f1 
[ H03940 f1 
f1 
[ !Tt'f67 f1 
You have 4 iten(s)in your cart and your total .;1.89. 
Upde11a C4l1 Go To checkoljt 
Figure 6.7 
5) If the user haven't login or is not a registered customer user i require to login 
first before continuing with the transaction. 
6) User are taken to the first step in placing the order and asked to confirm the 
shipping information that is stored in the v-Nuz database. 
7) Click the Next step button.( Figure 6.8) 
x • 
.:J 
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J,J;lq t<ll•• ~~ ~""111;,j !Oo11_1illi> . 
l:J <J.o • l-i) ' ti) [ll C\j ~ !.!.J CJ I j I . n ... ' Fo.,...; Stoo R~...n H..,.. . S.N F-m Hlil"' l l>lal Pmt 
\iA!ll'j,. l!J http:llloc .. ,,ttNfllllc•Ld10<kout.•1P'l<.lt_...,_Plo<l.<LN°"IS167 
x 
J r.hunJiilll11tnlmllfo / lhn\lllyll(l\ii f l!larnnl~HHllll j frtneH 
8) Choose the shipping method from the Shipping Type drop-down menu. Click the 
substance 
b 
rlrnuk 1011 l11l rout mleie•I Ill llm pruduct Plea•• coutmn thulvour 11<1111• •utl address shown 
below are concet All)' rhnn~es ean be doue 111 the fields and then click the N•'\.1 St••p button to 
~"•HI to th• llP.:I s!PI) Admln 0111~ 
Nam~: jSotw•F•h•rudln 
l\rldr<>": jMN, Viotol\ng!<os• 
cuv: jKorinc:hl 
Slu.lt'. jKuoloLumpur 
pcekod, lr.20000 
Em~ ii· jw.--owe-,,99-0J'""s"'"o@yeh=--o-o-.co-"'l~--- 
I Nt'dSttp» 
Figure 6.8 
Next button.(Figure 6.9) 
I f,jo t<11 ¥>ew ,_... 1... tt• 
J
;J.<. lil~I w 
Id: 5100 AtlMtt' tlalftl S•Md1 Fl\l'lll1.ttt 
l~mji!)t-11p~Aoc.lh>oW-rWllll..J)urohooolC• -2."" 
I C:hooH ProdL1ctt1 I Utuuty llpl I AltcrN1\M:1 l111rth 11 ll"tal 
substance 
l'I•··· • 'h110 • • 1111•1·111, Ill lh1 ,J 
Shlppl1111 T~pr 
Figure .9 
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9) In the billing information, enter all the require information on the user credit 
card. (Figure 6.10) 
10) Click the Final step button. 
! I f.111 f.cl ~.... f~VQlitl l,Q<MO l:lol'l 
,11 .,:... . . '$ r:i.~ ~ I ~ w .:J 1 ro· 
6!1<1k t 1'1·' •1 ~lop Rliiiillh H()IM Silol1:h FoVOl'iO> l&<O<)I M .. 
~I. l\d<io1• lfil i.ip://locnl>OSIN .Ml°"'\..ChOOk<MJ.osp ::J ~Go 11.W<t,. 
I CJ1001ifJ l'roduc;t" I U(luutv hP• I Allt'rnolrvo ltt"llh I lltncn 
substance 
be.wty 
Pl+•as<> f11l-1111h• fnllnwmg h11l111g mfo1111n11u11 Pl11:15•' provid» th- w><lrt card typ•. 
11u111hl'1a111l1•\p11~flnn dat•• 
( 1 •lit l rd r p , IM011e1Cord ::J 
C'11• Iii aid Numl" 1 lo7965~36709 
l11 di\ C'e1d I Xi•ll l I 11 llO/Ol 
( llllll ) 
Figure 6.10 
1 l)As shown m 
It" l .. ~ ........ lU ~ 
I .... . ;) ..:) 6"l ..iJ ...; ~· r.) l;& -~- Ot<j\ 51._, """"" - !"""' I- -· Mlo1 ""' ~ 
,..1-~_;..iiJ_.,._, ""_.....w_. _...._ .. _"'_c...i "_'~--------"'°-'---------:.J=·:.. "" Iii• 
tl111u\;)1H1I 1 ,,.1,.uncu.tl1tt"I \ 111 rdilll' u1l,.tf.ant"11tl.o1osh11~11"'l' (cohh11gtl,,-11m 
1 ~u• tffi h pu 'aJdr n 
Figure:6.1 ·1 ,user 
order has been 
placed. 
C.•- 
r .. M,>!ll10...,.. 
I
r •..... ,c ... ,. 
.• •itto·lftl"•• 
r,..,.1n 
• ~iw·..,.i• .. •""'8f'lll' 
igure 6.11 
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6.4) Login Functionality 
1) Click the login link on the· left side of the page. As shown in Figure:6.12 the 
login form will be display: 
Use the followmg form to log m to our site 
Fizure 6.12 
2) Type test for usemame· and password. Click the Log-In button. The following 
page(Figure:6, 13 )wi11 be displayed because there are no records that match the 
[ U ..,ern~~n<•: l!Jwawa I 
P.t'> ;~\01~]1- I : ==~-=--===========!! I Log-In ~[~e~ I =1 
[ 
I 
submitted values in the database. 
I fio f"' '/low F;.otl.. J""' ~-- 
j 4-' • 'fl ~ ~ i ~ ; .j .J· · . .A .J nl!lbk 1 ,>ti)() rwr~ 11~ ~ rft"tC~"" t1.,1t11,r Mtl r.w ¥di o..,,,. ... 
l~lii)!<IO:I--"""'-""-' ..... 
1 u1oo1u:t Produc.11 Ueuulv 11p11 I 1u111n111IM t1t1nn I ltnfft 
substance 
W•T•NHIT)"ht1l1>1·het~111uhletn\nlt~.l•\"11t11v111.111~ nip ''"'' l'I•·• Hh<llh•l111tl 
lrnttn11 1111 vour h10,..,fl•'I "hntton h r tn n-ruru 1o th1' l i.m tnnu or ch \.; 1h1' butt n b It\\ 
toe In (f l••<.h Cal•iof 
~ l~n•lll• Now 
Figure 6.13 
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3) Click the Log-In button. 
4) Jn the Username field type, wawa. 
5) ln the Password field type, wfn6666. 
6) Click the Log-In button. As shown in Figure: 6.14 , the login is successful. 
1 Chooao p1 oducti I 1Jc4ulv flpl ! l\llcrn11t~ 11.a!lh I rnntss 
You""'• suce-ssfullv 1 .. gg••<l 111 l'l••H•' ~to (111th1111t• \1~\1111;; <>111 1t• n' ~11 
autl1•1111"'1~•1 u>~r 
substance 
Figure 6.14 
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6.5) Password Lookup 
1) Click the forget password link on the left side of the page. As shown 10 
Pigure:6.15 the password lookup page will be display. 
I ~IO idli )l~w fiill'Oll~• lO<ll• hloll 
I I ,µ • ~ • ·~ w ~ a w ~ I ' Pll<I< fl>~ald Sloe> A~roih H°""' S~oti fa\'Oi~.. H•1eo> 
'I~· .. • Iii 1<1p:llloooh>11N.""/po""""°""'"'' "' 
substance 
b 
Forget your password> 
Enter vuur Usernam- and Crtv utBnth m th•• form h~l»w 
2) Leave the text field blank and click the Search button. In Figure:6. I the 
1il 
Figure 6.15 
browser alerts you that the required field have not been completed. 
3) Click OK to close the alert box. 
''in< 
Microsoft I ntemet E ijplorer 
(_lj The following error( s} occurred: • tfU sername is required. 
· tfCityofbirth is required. 
I r······ .. ··aK 11 
\. , 
' ·- 
Figure 6.1 
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4) In the Username field, type tester. 
5) In the City of Birth field type, nowhere. 
6) The following page(Figure6.17) will be display because there are no records that 
match the submitted values. 
I fik> ~cl< i!iow ~pV01111t Ii)(ll• uo1> 
.,. "" - 1-:.~ ~ j ·~ !.iJ ";j 1 .Jj- ..J 
a...,. I' 1l S•OP il~tJh '~"""' I s-h F-1•• Hi>!ooy I "4oll - 
J l\iJdrHI jiJ hltp://iooolhostN_.;,,/lool<~osulusp 
l C:hoo~o Pr oduCIK l Uc~ul't I tpVi I AlloJtosllVl' Ueullh I f1lneH 
substance 
be uty 
\\'P..l•' sorrv. hut lht> lJsP,1111111w Crtv Oflmth comlnuauou \'1111 p1111 l\lrd 
was mcorr-c! l'li>n~•· nr th" luck buttun on v nm brn\Vi ·1 's 
h111tn11 bar I•! return tu lh" f111111 
AdmlnOnly 
SnN:lh C•t•log 
81gn-up Now 
Forg•t Panward? 
Figure 6.17 
7) Click the Click Here button. 
8) In the Username field of the password lookup page typ tcstuscr. 
9) In the City of Birth field type, bangsar. 
10) Click the Search button. 
.:.J 
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11) As shown in Figure: 6.18,the password is displayed because the username/city of 
birth combination was correct. 
I fl<! Adil "J/J<lw Pi ... ~•• I@ li~ _ 
I {.t • . ra;) f<:,~ ~ I ·~ IiJ ~ 1 !!J· J Dti* r, 1 st"" nT.""1 1~ I sm11 F.,....,, H~ Mail ffii 
j l),Qd1tn Iii htl1)://IOcollO~N-Mllook.....wt~"'l> 
-----~-- 
substance 
beauty 
Thank you Rakesh Sm;;h. We wore able to validate your Username/City of 
Birth combination. 
Usemam«: t~ tns( r 
Password: t::!;J I 
Figure 6. 18 
6.6) New User Registration 
1) Click the Sign-Up Now link on the left navigation bar. 
2) In Username field, type testing. 
3) Click the Submit button. Because all the required fields have not been 
completed, a pop-up message, shown in Figure: 6.19,lets user know that the 
user need to finish filling out all the fields in the New User Registration form. 
.:J 
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Microsoft I ntemet E HP,lorer 
The following error(s} occurred: 
- tfName is required. 
- City_of_birth is required. 
- tf.6.ddress is required. 
- tfCity is required. 
- tf Postal is required. 
• tfState is required. 
· tfE mail is required. 
I r 0K 1J 
t.. J 
Figure 6.19 
4) Click OK to close the pop-up box. 
5) In the Password field, type testing. Because the field was designated as a 
password field, the actual text is replaced by asterisk. 
6) Fill in the rest of the form as shown in Figure: 6.20. 
I .r:: .. £6« )llow F.,..1 .. lool• IJ9'> 
J ""· .)Ll:'.laJ w...1 Bil<A< SI~ Aol...., .~ •• .,. s ... ..t. r~...... 1 ..... 
l~o .. li!'J1<1p·/llocah>tW . ....W-.1otolO 
I <.ltouao 111od1111~ I U11J111y 1111" I An~11M1M1ll11.1nh I t11m••' 
substance 
New User Registration .. 
~ 11 1 1'111 tn 11111 l I 
A.drnl11 Ooly 
Ptoduct C•l•loQ 
IJon"'" Now 
PMr<wom:F 
City Ofnlrth· jKljalelt"1pur 
£mall: jrt.,ofvnSGtnnelmy 
Nnm~: fi'u1Uter 
Addresr: js-1& M 1mnbow 
n 11: !Jo1M 11uell no Po tal Code: 152100 
Stall: !Kualel..umpur 
igure 6.2 
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7) Click the Submit button. The testing usemame had already contain in the 
database, so user will be direct to the following page.(Figure: 6.21) 
.) tit ,.. )/low F...,.a.. loolt tlti> 
I ~ . _) w ~ I . .. I ~· ..J ZJ _J Bid< 1"1 ii $1q) """..,, "°""' SeM:ll FIYOllet H....,. ..... Pih Eca o._ 
,~ .. ·Ill t•lj),/-0.W-1""'"""'"'""-' ....... ""'.,,_,""_ 
j 
:.:J c>Go Ii.a." 
substance 
We're sorry, but the usemame you have selected has already 
been taken. Please click the Back button on your browser's 
button bar or click the llnk below t:o return t:o the form and 
choose a different usemame. 
&:tum To form 
Figure 6.21 
8) Click the Return to Form link. 
9) Type newuser in the Usemame field. Submit the form. 
10) Having submitted a form that did not contain a usemame already in the 
database and with every field filled, user should now ee the new u er 
confirmation page shown in Figure: 6.22. 
11) Click the Click Here button to login using the account that the user just 
created. 
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x • 
I C:hoo•oProduclw 11tt11uty llpK I luternntrvvttaaHh I fltn~ss 
I 
substance 
b 
\\'Pknuw now 1111>111lw1 \'11111 account ha IH'l'll 1·1••at••<I successfulk and 
vour mfn1111.1tion has li•'••n. ddP•l tu our datah.1s•• 
login 
A.dmln Only 
IHrch C•ll\log 
81gn-up Now 
.:J ft)OOl)O 
Figure 6.22 
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7.0) Administration Site 
1) Open a browser window. In the address bar, type 
http://localhost/V nuzladmin/default.asp or just click the link. 
2) Jn the Username field type nrfempburnsm and type smackdown in the 
Password field.(Figure 7.1) 
J r1o ,.., ~ ,_.,, rodt t1o1> 
., ... • ·i) rll ~ l ~ l!J :J 1 ID· ..J 1P D•~ •• 
' Obdl. r . Stop ~th ff~ S~ fa\o'Otl~ ~tidO(y 1 M.. AIN 'E41 ...... 
l.tdd'MtleJ hl!ft/NAhaJtN_rll.lrltMlwWdtl!lllA•'IJP 
Admlnlsb"atlve Only 
\!' 11 111 ]Jmtompb.utnsm ~ 
1--- I'. ' 1 Jt==i 
~IFl!,!!!I ·~-- 
Figure 7.1 
3) Click Login. As shown in Figure:7.2 , the usemame and password are alid so 
the login confirmation is displayed. 
4) Click the link to continue to the main menu. 
5) Form the main menu, click the Add Pr duct button.(Figure 7.3) 
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tli tlll )(low F,iW>li.1 loolt ll"" 
!I .,.. ,. ft) ~ ~ . l.!J 0 ~· .J 
LJ 8"°' • • ,; s..., Riti!"' ~,,.. !- F_........ HloloO' M$ ""' 
.:['l\dtt'11tfi:l 11ttf1·/t.oot11mtN_ru1/mrV1t•tN·\.'Mll\\lb\n1P 
Administrative Site 
~tvcoutmu~ 
Figure 7.2 
I ril< t,. 'i""' ~·,....;., l""' ~""' 
I ,, . .) [•1 ~ Sill.+: I mco A'"·'" ~ 
!A,lµM•lii ~lp/il>C_,,_..,./,d!'W""""'-_, ... 
Admlnlstmtiv• Menu 
igure 7.3 
) ln the Product Addition Page till in the form a hown in Figure: 7.4, 
7) lick the In, en Record button and a confirm page will be display. 
.:J 
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111 £.le l1~ y;.,. fltlOll•• l@ ll\1111 
Iii ,i.. • ~ ~ Tl~ ~ I ~ • ~ ~· ..; SJ :J IJ flll<)k I™"''" ' $1(ll t)t.;'1h ll..,. s.,.011 f.1'1)11., H'"°"' M.i ;'\ri Edi °"""' 
1•1 i\d<~.,1 !l) t<co:/llo<).WO•N.J'U'lmkll~od<LPl•<lJC:l.•IP ::) ~Go u;.,» 
Product Addition Page 
Pr od uct No: tyVJ06~0 
Namv: riw-e-Ro_S_o_lo_on------- 
Product _type: jholrdro .. lng Croom 
C,1tr11ory: jFocoondbody 
Price: js 98 
Photo LIHL. l~http-1~-o-col-h-oa_W __ n-ur/_p_ro_d_uC\,.-,m-o-ge-/h 
I' ho 1 o UHL :I: jhftp1µooolho•W _nu•fProduC\,.lmogo2/ 
Descrtptton: !SoloonHolrdiettlllQ Croom 
11 Inion 1 1cori:t 
Figure 7.4 
I flll ~~i l/10W FJYO<... lilOlt li"' 
';/ <)... .:) f~, ~ I 'd CiJ ~ 
Beek 'loll nft.'rh llome I s ... oh FaVOIM.. HklOiy Mal 
I 1\11<1.,i Iii ~lo:l11ocoliottN'_nuz/lldmWed.nl-\.l.lxlol• ~ ... 1>1P1~NooliOJ!MO 
Product Update Confirmation 
Th•· JH11\hld h.1• h· 1•11 ~11" •• . lulh 1q"l.1t~ 111 th• ,(,1t 11.~ •· ltd 111• l•ntt •11 I 0 I"' t •~I tll t, th" 111 mm 1111 
Figure 7.5 
- ti )( 
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8) Click the Main Menu button to return to the main menu. 
9) From the main menu, click the Product Search button. (Figure 7.6) 
I £:). tdi ~ FIY(ll~61 J.(!(111 11-*' 
I <).> • -.;> • (B at I Li..J G' J· ,j _] O~k FotWNd Stll!> Otlto•h HOlllt I Se.lnlh r_.., Hiotooy M.. ~ Edi Oioouu 
LIAa<i .. , 14!3 ht1p·111oco1ho.w_""''"'*""'~-.i.·111 3 c>Ga Ut-t,. 
Product Search 
E111<'r a product munb-r ur product c.11~gun· 
Return Tu Administrative Menu 
Figure 7.6 
10) In the Product Number field, type face and body and click enter. A sho n in 
Figure: 7.7, the result include the recently added title. 
1 l ) Click the dit button for Wella Saloon. The Edit Record Page shown in Figure 
7.8, allows admin to make changes to the record. 
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1L1! 
mrt;J I r,.0---------------'I 
Search Results 
FacundBody 
Fac.,.ndBody 
Facundbody 
RM09.3~ 
RM18.36 
RM6.91! 
Paola! in• Klt 
,Chooohollc:s Body Frostina 
IW•ll• s.loon 
F1oldCare 
BodyC.m• 
haircrosslng er.am 
MC4676 
MC67B9 
WJB6~o 
Figure 7.7 
f.111 t<ll ll""" FA"°''"' IWI !IM> 
e~ 1 ~ A~h ie.. I Sewh r.q.. H~y l!J; 
' I l\ll<l•tt li.5 hltp://locolloclN_ruilo<llW~o<U:\..odl211p?Pio<U:\..N°"""Jll640 
Edit Record Page 
jWJElG4D 
I r I 11 t 11 jW11!0Soloon 
Jhl>lrd1111\n; Cr cm 
jFoct aiid body 
1 lhlo•n Holtclrouino Cru• J 
l 11 Jhn //o lho1W_nul/produC1,..l1M9l,41 
I h • ! ' 1 I Jhttp//bc:olhosW _nul/produc:tJmag•2/ 
111! I r 
I 11 JG 98 
Figure 7.8 
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12) Change the price from 6.9810 8.50. Click the Update Record button and notice 
that the update is confirmed. (Figure 7.9) 
lJ) Click the link to return to the main menu. 
- x 
I °" £<111 lllow F1 ..... l•• lQOll l.t,_, 
I .j..i • .:) •, ~ l ~ Lil .j ~- .J ..A _J Oack I I $lop Rollillh H°"" s..,oh f•vo1loo ~lotOl]I Moil P!O Edi Oi>c<ln 
l ~Of• lt:J hllp:l/loc ...... lN.1'1.llltdml'lladlrit1..updole..ccr/lrmollono1p~NooH03940 ::J ~Go J 1i*1 " 
Proouct Update Confirmation 
it:J Oooo 
Figure 7.9 
14) At the main menu, click the Product Search button and search for product 
number WJB640. The search returns the recently added record. 
15) Click the Delete Link. As shown in Figure:7. l 0 the Record D letion 
Confirmation page asks whether user want to proceed in deleting the record. 
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f![ fi!<i ,fi:!il Y'.°"' r,avo1<01 l.ooi• ijal1 
1:1. ~ . . (Q) fa) tl1 j L!J CJ i;;). .J :if jJ 
I
I 0"'* loll' rn Sltti; Allli••h Hon"' Solllch AiY<rli\.. Hi!l<>Q> Moi PIW Eel Oil<tm 
U i>&f.; j@:i hilp:llloooRlo11N .l1Ullo<lnhloclnln.proWc:Ldoloio2.M1>7Pr~No-WJBWJ 
Product Deletion Confirmation 
WARNING! Delete button below will permanently delete this item from the database. 
Product number W.JB6.10 is about to b,, dek-tod This action cannot be undone. Ari! yon sum you want to 
deloto W!'ll11 Snloou chuirdresstug Cream? If Yes, press the Dt-let{' button below. 
Figure 7.10 
16) Click the Delete button and the product deletion has been confirmed. lick the 
link to return to the main menu. 
17) Once aga:in, click the Product Search button and search for face and body. Noti e 
that the recently deleted product no longer appears in the search re ult . 
18) Click the Return to Administrative Menu link. 
19) Click the Logout button. The confirmation page successfuJly logs the user out. 
20) Click the back button to return lo the main menu and then click the Product 
Search button. The site automatically redirects user to the login page because the 
user session has expired. Figure 7. 11 
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!J fie tdi Y:iow F ""'let loo!~ 11~ 
I ~·1·. . 111 a1 I . w ~ . J ; B•~ I< :• d Slop Aelril1h HDll!o S...ch Fh'lllie< HilloQI Meil t'rii 
ij Al1dro1c l@J h«p;llloc6'1oslN_nu:lodn>nl~ioge>..<..,p 
Figure 7.11 
21) Click the V-Nuz Home button to return to the Y-Nuz.com Web ite. 
:::::J ~Go Lrrkt » 
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